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.

Interest in the comparative study of adult e cation his been

growing in many parts of the world since the fir =t conferenc, on

comparative adult education held at Exeter, U.S. . in'1966. This

interest was given futther impetus by meetings gld at Pugwash,

Canada in 1970, Nordborg, Denmark in 1972, and airobi, Kenya in

1975.

PREFACE
4

A number of international o anizations, ng these Unesco,

the International Bureau of Ed ation, the In motional Congress

of University Adult Education, the European B reau of Adult

_Education, O.E.C.D., the European Centre for isure and Education,

the Council of Europe, and the InternationaliCouncil for Adult

Education have contributed their share. . /

A growing number of uffiversities in all five continents

establisheecourses in comparative adult education. Many other

universities enconvage students to deal with comParative study or

with the study of adult education abrolin majOr papers and theses.

The literature in hi, areahas increased considerably since the'

early 1960's both in support and as a

activity. A number of -valuable biblio

cataloguing the growing wealth of mat

of languages.

Most of the literature available

co4ntries can still be found primer

throughout adult education and so

sult ofithis university

raphies were publishea

ials available in a number
.40.0

on adult,education in various

ly in articles scattered

al science journals, while most

7



of the truly comparative studies,remain unpublished master's

thesesor doctoral dissertations. There is no publisher enticipg-,4

'researchers to submit manuscripts of monographs dealing. with 4
comrrativeadult ,education and case studies of adalt,education

in various countries, even though the !red for such a publishing

venture was stresied ata number of international meetings.

It is with the intent to provide such service to the diiciplifie

and the field of education that the Centre for Continuing

Education at The OiVeraity of British Columbia, in cooperation

with the International Council for Adult,Educition, decided to

publish a series of Monographs on Comparative and Area,Studies in

Adult Education.".

We are pleased to be able to present, in.cooperation"with the

European Centre. for Leisure and Education,* Adult Education in

Federal Republic of Germany as the seventh volume in the series,.

Jindra Kulich
General Editor

J

*This monograph has also been published bythe ECLE at Prague

as No. 8 in the series 'Adult Education in Europe.
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FOREWORD

In the following presentation, we follow a list of indica
.4

tors whicfi we ourselves have aalped to develop and which have

since pra,d to oe useful for unifying as well as-compassing

the monographic distinctions between individual countries.

International meetings of experts 1. initiated, prepared and

organizationally and conceptually co:sponored by the Eukopean

Centre for Leisure and Education-- have meanwhile led to an

intensive consideration of social indicators in the sphere

of adult education (cf. 4243/79/PN/Pa of March 30, 1979).

The anthropoldgical dimension of adult edUCation/further

education is difficult to harmonize, particularly in its

ramifications. To put it concretely: It is quite possible

to deal in monograpnic studies o individual countries with

characteristics of adult" educa oti th-At are specific to a

particular country, as well as with the ultimate anthropolo-

gical perspectives which adult education either pursues, or

on which it is based; it is not, however, clear how these
differing "philosophies" can be subjected to a comparison.

The lists of indicators set out by the OECD, which inquire

rather into the contents of adult education, have until now

proved to be of little help; they are too indefinite verbally

and, moreover, they are based on an organizational structu-

re in wticn monolithic concepts ,pf education play only

marginal role.
t

4
Therefore, we have oriented ourselves in our presentation

predominantly toward the structural image of adult educa-

tion/further education. But since today the'results- of a

material nature are only slightly taken into consideration,

often to the advantage of an unbridled obsession with

theories, we were of the opinion that this presentation

7
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could contribute to a European synthesis more than many

a former idea which fails to take due note of teality.

Thus, references will oe made to:

- the size of the state in question

- population

- a survey of the educational system in the

t'ederal Republle'oT-Germany

- legislat1on concerning adult education /further
*

. education ,

- research and training estahlisnments in the '

sphere of adult education/further education and

the focal aspects of their work

- cultural federalism and plurality

- individually presented adult education insti-

tutions

- concluding remarks concerning the difficulties

of drawing comparisons.

The presentation is basbd on a description which

was developed for a correspondence course of the

German Folk-Hige School Association /SESTMAT/.

Bochum /Hdune, 1979 J.H. Knol]

8

a.

a
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I. POPULATION DATA ON THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The Federal.Repubric of Germany is - especially in the edu-

cational-political sphere - a federally organized and Orient-.
ed republic. Its federate states enjoy relative autonomy,

especially in questions of school education, but are defi-

nitely called upon to cooperate iti acc9rdance with the pro-

visions of the country-s ConstitUtion and cooperative bo-

dies as well as'pooperatively-reached agreements. In view of

the cultural federalism, one speaks today of a "cooperative

cultural federalism"; this is intended to,indicate that the

weight of cooperation between the fedgral authority and the

individual states has diqnSiderably increased during the last

few years - es"pecially since 1969.

First of all, we present the following data on poptilation

and employment:

;-:;,:

f 0

Schleswig-Holstein

Hamburg

'Lower Saxony

Area /in thousands
of sq. km/

15,676

0,753

47,408 .:

Inhabitants /in
thousands, 1976/

.

2,583

1,708

7,232

--,.. Bremen :- 0,404 714

t- North Rhine- Westphaliane-Westphalia 34,0%4 7,096 C.3

Hesse 21,111 5,543

Rhineland-Palatinate 19,838 3,657

Baden - Wurttemberg 35.,750 9,135

Bavaria L10,547 10,804

Saarland, I 2,568 1,093%

1

The FRG as a whole ?48,099 59,565

/Statistical Yearbook, 1977/

9



Demographic Data (1378)'

Population according to Age Groups:

Age Total (in 1000) % of the total Sex (in %)
population

male female

beloV6 4,069,2 6.6 51.28 48.81

6-10 3,886,4 6.3 51.22' 48%77

10-15 5,128,4 8.3 51.24 48.75

15-20 4,577,4 7.8 51.55 48 88

20-25 4,209,0 . 6.8L: 50.38 49.61

25-30 4,125,1 ''''-77 -fli1.55 413.44

30-35 4,132,6 6.7 51 -96 48.03

35-40 5,035,7 8.2 51-99 48.00

40-45 3,962,3 .6.4 51.68 48.31

45-50 3,880,9 6.3 49.81 50.18

3,692,9 6.0 42.36 57.64

55-60 2,574,1 4.2. 40.36 59.06

.60-65 3,365,4 5.5 40.38 59.62

65-70 3,316,7 5.4 39.79 60.21

70- 5,688,0 9.2 35.84 64.15

DeMographic Data (1978) ,

Total population: 61,442,000

Men: ° 29,271,000

Women: 32,173,000 /

Population of Individual States (in tnousands)

State Total number

of inhabitants

North Rhine-fiestphalia 17,073

Bavaria 10,804

laden-gurttemberg 9,119

Lower Saxony 7,227, .

,

Hesse 5,538

Rhinelapd-Palatinate 3,649

10 18 .



.Schleswig-Holstein 2,583
HaMburg 1,699
Saarland 1,089
Bremen 710

.-

Educational Level of the Population

(Concerns persons above the age of 14, i.e.
44.38 million ,peop le
20.2'6 men

and 24.12- women)

Education Total (million) % of total % of % of
population men women

Compulsory school
without specia-
lized training
(apprenticeship)

.-7

17,00 38 23 51.
Compulsory school
folloWed by
apprenticeship 14,65 33 45 23

Secondary schools
not followed by ),

higher forms of
education 9,03 20 21 20

Higher forms of
education with
school-leaving
exam,
(university)" 3,70 8 11

Vocational training (in % of the respective population...groups)

Profession 'Total (in % of the total . % of % of
millions) population men women

Ic Proprietors,
enterprise

° managers,
members of
liberal pro-
fess ions 0,54

ry

1 9
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2. Small and me-
di- level
self-emgloyed
persons,. 2,23

3. Head employees
and office
oorkers.

. .

A. Other employees
""and office

1,06

7 4

4 1

workers 9,3 21 25 18

5. Skilled '

''- workers

6.* Other manual
workers

3,p "9

3,90

7.'Farme5s 0,75

8 - 16 1

9 -12 6.4

2 3 1

Gainful emiol yment

Gainfully/employea persons,

total / .21,45 mill. = 48%'of the population

Of these, men 13,93 mill. = 69%

women 7,53 mill: = 31%

Non/employed°
persons such as
housewives,

/total 11,36 mill. = 26%

Of these, m n 0,49 mill. =- 2%

wom n 10,86 mill. =045%

Non-emploe
annuitants nd
pensioners,

total 7,18 mill. = 16%

these, men 3,34 mill. = 16%

women 3,84 mill. = 16%

Pupild and
students, total 4,39 mill. = 10%

Of these, boys 2,49 m2.11. = 12%

girls 1,90 mill. = 8%

12
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II. A SURVEY OF THE.EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN THE FEDE1AL

REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The structure and organization of the educational system

in'the Federal Republic of Germany appear to botn the
!I

dol

mestic and foreign observer^to be multi-faceted and diffi-

cult to survey. To begin with, we wish to present here

certain essential facts'and structures; details will be

disregarded for sake of _,)clearer general picture.

Th6 diagram with which these introductory remarks are con-1-

cluded, and which has beexielaborated by the Secretariat

.of the Conference.of Ministers of Education'of the Indi-

vidual States in the Federal Republic of Germany, sa com-

prehensive presentation of the organizational for

respective age groups. Compulsory school attendance

the Federal Republic lasts from the 6th to the 18th year

of age. Pre-school education is not yet compulsory and ex-
..

periments that were to have provided an'ansWer to the idea

of reducing: -the school entrance age have not until now led

to any concrete results. At the age of six, children in the

,Federal Republic of Germany are e4ro1led in elementary

scnool where they remain in every case until the conclusion.

of the fourth- form i.e. until they are 10 years old.

Then they ate either enrolled in a higher form of schooling

(a vocational school, gyrrmAsium or tne first level of a

general'secondary school), 011'-else they continue in a ge-

neral school until the conclusion Of the 9th form. The

higher forms of school prepare their pupils above all for

universities and other institutes,of higher learning where-

as the *vocational schools provide the training, necessary

for the undertaking of occupations entailing a medium

level of_responsibility. Howeiver, the vocatiortal schools,

toot' provide their students with a qualification that en-

, titles them to pass on to a higher school. Higher educdtiOn

institutions universities, technical universities,
7,

in

21



Nby

' colleges, general higher sctTOOls, theological faculties,

correspondence course universities and colleges of the

BAPIJ;hr) are accessible only to secondary-school gra-

duates. completion of a vocational school entitles
_

one to enrol in a technical college.ota corresponding.e.,:&.e

faculty of a general university. Those pupils who rema40;...,,

in the general school on completion of the fourth form

elementary school take up, employment as a rule aethe a

a.

, -

of 15. Until they are 18 they are obliged'to undergo

tional training -that- is, 'they must attend a vocational

school dhich gpmplementsthe specialized training provided

by their'respeCtive eriterpriseS. 4 it""ci

Adult education - since,the early seventies, the5.term

"further education" has become increasingly common - does

not yet'constitute a part of the public educational system

in all the stilpes of Federal-Germany. Nevertheless, it is

being stressed in documents concerned With an educational-

-political reftorm and in several laws enacted in various states

of the FRG that adult education constitutes an independent

sphere' of public education the so-called quartic educa-

tional sphere - apart from the elementary, secondary and

higher spheres of education. The out-of-school education of

young people is not attached in the educational-Political,

reform to adult education, but in practice many facilities

of adult education are intended especially for both young

people and adults.Characteristic of the'systeM'of adult

education/further education is the pluralistic structure

of.public and non-public establishments.

es.
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Universities
institutions
and equivaleit

r

Technical
colleges

Second chance

education

Vocational
hick schools
(upper)

lb._

9.
B-

5.-

2.

-

Years
of
schooling

Grommar
school
(Gymnasium)

Guidance stage

Grammar
s drool
(Gyrnna-

Special-
"fled voca.

slum) tional
complem. schools schools
con_

Vocational
high schools
(lowe )

Basic
vocal onal

tech-
nical , school

O
,Secondary
modern
school

Guidance stags

Secondary
school .

Guidance stage

Comprehensive
school

Elementary school

Kindergarten

University entrance qualification.

Source: Anweilet.O. u.a., Bildungssysteme in Europa. Sfruktur-
und Entwicklungsprobleme des Bildungswesens. Weinheim and
Basel, Belts Verlag 1976, Anhaig.

23 (.
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Age
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4 III. A9ULT EDUCATION LEGISLATION

A) HISTORY

The need for legislation cpncerning adult education was

first recognized after 190 by the state of Nortti Rhine-

Wesphalia Wilich-introduc0d, in March 1953, the Not on

Extension Courses ai Pplc High. Schoobs and the C'orrespon-

ding Facilfties for Popu ar'Education.

In all the otheardstates, no early initiatives were undertaken
e I

with late to elaborate acid prepare the corresponding bills
V°

in this respect.

In' 1970, laws dealing with adult education were enacted in

the states of

Lower Saxony,

Saarland and

Hesse.

In all the other states, no early initiatives were undertaken

with regard to financially securing adult edueatipn.

The remainingsstdtes of the Federal Republic began relati-

vely late to elaborate and prepare the corresponding bills

in this respect.

In 1974; these were followed by the laws adopted in

Bremen, 4

Hesse - this being an amendment of the already
. .

existing law,

II.
Bavaria and

North Rhine-Westphalia.

In 197.5,'

Rhineland-Palatinate and

aaden-Wiirttemberg passed such laws. .

2 e,



A draft bill is being currently discussed in Schleswig-

Holstein. In Rest Berlin, a.planning committee is working

on a draft

B) ADULT EDUCATION LEGISLATION WITHIN)THE FEDERAL

EDUCATION SYSTEM

Legislation concerning adult education must conform to the.

principles of the Constitution. It is within the competence

ofthe,individual states to pursue the interests of adult

education. In addition, the jurisdiction of federal organs

in the sphere of educatiOn has been expanded in the form

of cooperation between the federal government and the states:

namely in the Federal and Statea Commiasion for Educa-

,tional Plann-ing.and (sive I9F5) the promotion of,research.

. .

Special laws apply to West Berlin, where adult education

falls within the sphere of legislation on schools, and b.:5

Hafturg, where Folk High Schools have been establisned as

state,institutions jointly with the University..

No common clauses on the promotion of adUlt education are

to be found in the Constitutions of the individual states.

In Baden-Warttembery,

Bavaria,

Bremen,

North Rhine-Westphaifa,

Rhineland-Palatinate and

Schleswig-Holstein

the clauses on the prombtion of pdiat education have only

an advisory.character and do not "pilots the form or extent

of this support.

17
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C) LAWS ON FURTHER EDUCATION A, SURVEY

liES'n Act on Promotion of Adu t,Education Facilities

(Act on,Aault Education) of ugust'9, 1978

\ Act on Folk :Ugh Schools (of Jan. 1, 1976)

BADEN-WURTTEMBERG Act on Promotion of Fu her Education

and Puolic Libraries (o iliac. 16, 1,9-74)

BAVARIA Act on Promotion of Adult Education (of July 24,1974)

WEST BERLIN Act on Promotion of Participation in Educati'onal'

Activities (Of Dec: 17, 1976) .

The proposals submitted by tne FDP/SPD coalition

. (of Sept. 27, 1978) and the CDU opposition

(Jan. 4, 1978) were not adopted.

BREMEN Act on Further Education in the State-Of Bremen °

(March 26,.1U4)

HAMBURG Hamburg Act on Educational Leave of January 21=, 1974 ji

LOWER 'SAXONY Act on Promotion of Adult Education of Jan.

1970'

NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA First Act on Instituting and Pxdmoting

of Further Education in the State of

North !thine- Westphalia (of July 31,

1974)
I

RHIHELANd:'-PALATINATE Act on the Re-stkaping'and Promoting of

Further Education in Rhineland-Palati -

nate (of Feb. 14, 1975)

_SAARLAND Saarland Act on Adult 'Education (of April 8,:1910)

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN Adult Education Bill in the State of

Schleswig-Holstein of May 6,1970)

not yet approved.

41
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Laws on Further Education (Adult Education/Further Education)

- the Individu0. Laws in Detail

4 e

HESSE:1'--

Position (goal)_ of adult eduCation/further education - no

statement on the position of adglteducation in the over-



all education system - goal: to enable adults and ado-

lescents.- to oroaden.(renew) and deepen their knowledge

and abilities in order that they may meet the require-,

ments of 'their life, profession and social activity.

Collaboration: Adult education establishments cooperate with

other educational institutions (the folk High Schools'

Residential Folk High Schools,establishments for the

out-of-school education of youth and the respective

institutions functioning in accordance with the law on

vocational.training; use is to be made mf the possibility

of integrating the Media).

Promotioh:. - by the state unless institutionally promoted

on the basis of other federal or state legal provisions..1,

- Prerequisites for support:- exclusively serving the in-

terests of adult education

. - open to everyone

- planned, continuous pedagogical

activity-

- the elaboration of curricula;

the existence of premises and

equipment .

- seat in.Hesse

- head: afull-time pedagogue

- affiliation to a recognized

state organization

- public supervisibn over fi-

nances and curricula

O Cooperation: - board-o.£ the elaboration of expert

. opinions, recommendations, investigations in the sphere

of adult education.-Should promote and coordinate coope-
,

, ration among the-various,institutions.

BADEN -WURTTEMBERG

Position/goal: Further education is an independent part'of

41014

the educational system,°equal to those comprised by the

,19 .
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compulsory and secondary schools, higher education insti-

tutions and vocational training institutes. Further edu-

cation applies to all spheres of life: general adult

education, further vocat#Chal training, political education.

Task: The deepening, renewing and broadening of knowledge

and a.bilifies' by means of out-of-school edUcation; it

should lead to a resp nsible compartment, thus serving in

genbral the interests of a law-governed state.

AuttiorrErEFFMIW-ptnrrelitY of the authorities, which corres-

ponds to the diversity ofadult education needs, has been

preserved.
41

- State, municipal and free authorities fulfil their

tasks side by side, independently and each on As

own responsibility;

for the same performance the same-suppOrt is prOvided.

Cooperation:,Institutional cooperation on the state level

.° through a state board of curators and, on the regional

level', through a 'regional board,of curators.

(Thesvoboirds promote cooperation among_the establishments

of fiirtlier education, compulsory` and secondary schools,
4

schools of higher education, the State Institute for

Political Education, and the radio and TV networkg:)--

-,
Promotion:for educational and financial-politic reasons

only those establishments are eligible for support which

meet the minimum requirements biased on the criteria of

purpose, organization, content and extent and which

offer,the necessary safeguards of efficiency.

BAVARIA
1

Position/goal: - Adult education /further education consti-

tutes an idependent (equal) sphere of the educationalP
'1/4

system.

- It should contribute toward man's sense of his own re-'

sponsi1ility and self-determination.

20,



- It is intended to'Aeepen; refresh and,;Vioaden one's ,

school/vocational education.

- The acquisition'of additional knowledge and abilities

should ptomote one's ability to make ; judgements and de-

cisions and serves the elimination of prejudices and abetter

understanding of society and political events.

- It.serves the development of man's creative abilities.

Authorities and establishments: - Legal entities of public

or private law which pursue with such an establishment

goals which exclusively and directly serve common in-

terests.

Establishments in the sense of the law are only:

such that work according to

a plan,/ continuously and pedagogically,

do hot ?orientate themselves only towards

special spheres or pursuesolely,vocational

training. The establishments also do not

include the mass media/lcorrespondence

'teaching institutes, et.

ApThe various authorities and establishments exist inde-

.pendently of each other. 1-

Promotion - Public promotion. The

to set up its own curricula and

remains unaffected.

--The prerequisites for support -

right of an establishment

to choose its co-workers

the submission of finances

to public supervision

cooperation with the

authorities,of other
,

establishments on a part-

nership basis

open to,everyone

component head ancicol_

workers

a minimum scope, of what

is offered in terms pf

further education.
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Cooperation: - The setting up of working associations of

-the authorities in charge of adult education estaoklish7

ments on this, level of a region or a city level and

possibly,-on a district level.

- Cooperation on the state level within the framework of

the State Coundil for Adult Education.

- Cooperation with the establishments im-other spheres of a

education is to be cultivated. , . ,

- Cooperation-with higher education institutions, chairs of

adult education.

WEST BERLIN

Nolaws concerning,further education/adult education exist

in West Berlin.

The bills proposed by the FDP/SPD and the.DU (dating from

Sept. 27, 1978 and Jan. 4, 1978 - namely the JaAll ,oh Further.

Education in the.State of Berlin and.. the ill on the Promotion

of Adult Education in the State of Berlin J have not been

adopted.

BREMEN

-. Position/goal: - According to the law,, further education

414 must be an integrated part of the educational systeM.,

- It should meet individual and social requirements Cor

. education in the formtof organized study, after the'con-
,

' clusion of full-time compulsory school attendance.

- Spheres: political, vocational and general education.

- It should. lead to:

the acqUisition of social and,oultural experience/know-

ledge, the understanding and changing of one's vocational

qualifications and participation inpubliC life

the mastering of social conflicts (elimination of sociai-

inequalities)

El

4

Authorities; establt nts: As a prerequisite'for being

support c eitablishments must:

3o '1.



- serve the goals of further education in the sense of

the law

- strive for the integration of vocational, general 'and

school education

-'be in existence for at least two*years

- work according to a plan and on a permanent oasis

- dispose of a qualified head- and-co-workers

- submit its finances and results to public scrutiny

-.The state may provide suosidies to the operators of

establishments which are not entitled to support.

Cooperation with higher education institutions: Higher

education institutions elaborate the study goals and con-

tents of further education. The training of co-workers of

further education by means of refresher and extension

courses.

Cooperation: State Committee for Further Education; coordina-

tion of the work of the individual establishments; promo-

tion of cooperation.

LOWER SAXONY

Positioh/goal: - No statement concezming positiOa of

adult education in the system of further education.

- Goals: enable one to acquire or broaden one's knowledge,

promote independence of 'opinion, stimulate intellectual

exchange and help resolve personal and occupational problems.

PromptiOn: /prerequisites/ -"the establishment must be in

existence for at ledit three years

- fully qualified,head

- the operator must bedaq.egal entity.

- open to everyone

- safeguards of permalmt-exi2stence

- ,proof of efficacy.

- must not deal exclusively with parti cular interests or

sgraCial spheres
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- what is offered must serve the interest of common benefit

Independence: State support nas no bearing on the. independent

elaboration of curricula and the choice of co- workers.

Authorities: Both public and private legal entities have the

possibility to become adult
/
education authorities.

NORTH RHINE1-WESTPHALIA

Position /goal: - Within the sphere of further education,

adult education constitutes an equal pait.of the educa-

tional system.

- The establishments of further education carry out their

tasks in cooperation with other educational establishments.

Establishments: State or municipal educational establish-

ments and 'other recognized educational institutions (with

the right to independent curricula).

Goals: Further education in equivalent spheres'

- other than vocational,'degreeoriented ducation

- vocational education

scientific education

- leisure - oriented, creativity-promoting education

- education toward parenthood and family life

- personal-development education

Cooperation: with schools, higher education institutions

and vocational training and further training establish-

ments`

Principles of promotion: ./prerequisites / - assurance of du-

ration

- a minimum of 600 lessons provided yearly

- the exclusive provision of further education (with no

lucrative aims)

- the submitting of capacity and financial Plans to p ublic

scrutiny 7

24
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open to everyone.

RHINELAND-PALATINATE

Position/goal: Further education is an independent sphere

of the overall educational system under public responsi- .

bility.

Goal: to provide the education needed for'the creation

of equal opportunities and to eliminate shortco-

mings in educational )evels. The deepening, compler

menting and renewal of one's existing capability

and theacquiring of new capabilities and knowledge,

To endble one to act with a spirit of self-respon-

sibility in one's occupation, personal life and

society. *

Establishments: Establishments of state or municipal corpora-

tion (public authorities) and establishments of independent

authorities: State organizations coordinate the further

education provided by the affiliated establishments.

Prerequisites for promotion: State and municipal corporations

supportcthe furthdr education establishments if they

- have qualified co-workers

- operate as a public service

- provide the broadest spectrum of further education (i.e.

not only those forms concerned with *motional further

training, or those pertaining to specific groups of the

population, etc.)

- are open to everyone

- have been in existence for at least two years

- submit 'their work programmes and finances to public

scrutiny

- have the necessary premises and teaching aids.

Cooperation: Tfie State4Council for,Further Education: the

promotion of cooperation with schools, higher.educatiCn

ihstitutions and the sponsors of faCilities in other

33
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spheres of education (higher educatilp institutions,

radio and TV institutes).

SKARLAND

Position/goal: According to this 1.w, adult education is

part of the general educational system.

From the educational point of view, aduAt,education is a

service to the public.

Adult education should help one to forinulate and assert

one's own4ndependent, responsible. opinions.

Adult education shou'd help one to solve one's personal

' and occupatipnal problems.

Independence: - independent elaboration of curriLlia

- freedom of instruction

- independent choice of the various establishments' beads

and co-workers

Prerequisites for promotion: In addition to state subsidies',

the regions, towns and municipalities are supposed to

financially support the adult education authorities within

their sphere of jurlsd ion, if the following r

sites are fulfilled:

exclusively adule'education is evided-

the authorities' e level entities

open to everyone \

- the finances, goals an results must be open for public

scrutiny ,

the establishment must have been in existence for at least

two years

long-term, planned, pedagogical activity
C

- the4existence of A qualified head

Cooperation: Thele is no provision in the law concerning

- close cooperation between, for instance, the science and

practice of out-6f-schobi education. The only proviso is

that a higher education institutions representative must

26
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sit on the.State Committee'lor AdUlt Educatabh
- _ _

member.'

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN

Position/goal:Further educationiaduli _education-ja'a.part
_

of the overall education systems

,its purpose is to promote knowledge-and*S4illties_

it is intended to form the basis of responsible--

ment in one's family, occupation, politics -and sociotx.

`Furtheredlidation coinprises: continuing educatiOnk

and adult education.

Esablishments, authorities: Establishments: -Folk High

Schools, residential colleges, adult_educatiO4gremises,":

as wellas.corresponding educationalfacilities.-Of cru-

cfal importi6ce is cooperation among all authOrities and

esablidhments.
Authorities: region., municipality and other legal entities'

in public or private law, as well as associations not

conforming to such legal provisions.

Pre Motion: through the state, region and municipalities in

the case of recognized establishments.

sr

Prerequisites for recognition: - open to everyone

long-term pedagogical 'activity

- headed by 'a qualified person

- finances open' to public scrutiny

,
z4port list be Justiiied by the content

and extent of activities

- the instruction dispensed serves educational purposes and

shows codgrete results

- the establishment in question must have been in existence

w for at least two years.

iv

I
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D) CONTENTS DPADULT EDUCATION

The laws da_ting from 1970 iefleci the transformation of the

technical - economic structure and resulting educational needs

of the individual and society: Emphasis is being placed on
education with a vocational bias.

The laws enacted since 1914 puxsue educationaltpolitical

purposes - among others, those of the overall educational

-plan adopted in= 1973-by. the Commission for Educational

Planning comprised of iepreientatives of the states and the

federalauthority.

In the Act on Further EducatiOn in North Rhine-WestphaliaqN

(1974/75), the contents of further education are divided into
Ar

ieven spheres of instruction:

non-vocational, degree-oriented educatibn

scientific education

political education

leisure-oriented education

personality development

creative' education

education for parenthood and family.

On the other harid, the Act in existence in the Uhineland-

Palatinate determines five spheres of instrucbion in terms
1

of contents:

personality development

education toward familyhood -

leisure - oriented education

yocational-related education

political education.

sr

(Handwerterbuch der Erwachsenenbildung The Concise Dictionary

of Adult Education/, 1978)
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IV, EXPENDITURES ON EU.RTHER EDUCATION 01976) ACCORDING TJ

SPHERES OF TASKS,AND TERRITORIAL CORPORATIONS

(in thousands of millions of DM)

Further education

Federation states municipalities 1,360 2.3B +)

Federation .0,2;43 6.6%

States 0,381 0.48
. ,

Municipalities 0,700 5.6%

+) Percentage of overall educational expenditures

° (Strukturdaten, 1977)

V.' FOCAL POINTS OF RESEARCH IN THE FRAMEWORK OF ADULT,

EDCCATION

At numerous higher education institutions in the Fe deral

Republic of Germany, there exist departments of adult educa-

tion, namely in West Berlin, Bremen, Oldenburg, Hannover,
F. e

Hamburg, Bochum, Cologne, frankfurt, Kassel, Bamberg,,

Munich and Bayreu". The research conducted at these establish-

ments deals partly with personal and partly with local matters

and; to some ext bt, is also based on, developments in the

sphere of educe, 6nal politics.

A presentation/of the focal points of research, which takiW,

into'account be research themes being dealt with, reveals

their clear'd vision-as concerns the Federal Republic of

Germany as a whole. A research ,documentation which presents

a survey of ihe situation in this sphere of research in the,

Federal'Repbblicof Germany discloses the following focal'

points of ibterest:

The ascertaining of the focal point4 can only have an overall

character, and we base ourselves in this respect on publica-

tkons referred to in research documentation.
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Category

1. Vdcationel training

References

34

2. CurrEcuium development' 15

3. Management 14

Motivations of further education' 14

Study leave 14

4. On-the-job further training 12

5. trade unions and Folk High Schools. 11

6. Workers' education 10

7. Learning behaviour 9

8. Adult socialization 9
9. Pro fessionalization 7

-10. International comparisons 66

(Forechungedokumentation Weiterbildung 1973 - 1977 /Research

Documentation on Further Education 1973-1977/)

a

VI. REFORM AND REFORM TENDENCIES IN THE SPHERE OF ADULT

EDUCATION/FURTHER EDUCATION

This is certainly not the place to deal in detail with the

history of the reform of adult education in the Federal

Republic of Germany. The numerous Introductions to Adult

Education which are currently available have done this from

different vantage-points.

7 7
In'contrast to many other Europeah.ddMeAptts, the reftrm of

adult education was inttkidyee6drelitivelY late in'the Federal

Republic and the legislative'prOV4ons concerning these re-

forms are of the most relent date. If one chose to schematize

thighistory of adult education in `the' Federal Republic, one

could say that the years between 1915 and 1960 were marked

, by the resumption and continuation of the tradition of po-

pular education as it had been conceptualiied in the Weimar

Republic (1919-1933). In 1366, there was publishes the expert

opinion ofthe German Committee for Education, which is an

040
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or, . .

independent body enjoyiggconsiderable prestige in questions

of educational policy. To this document, a certain pildt.'

function can be attributed. Terms sucn as retraining and vo-,

cational orientation have become projected into the canon

of an adult education which is no longer a "Vroduct of the

neo-humanistic tradition, in order to make possible "the

adoption of intellectual value above and beyond any particular

purpose".

The period from 1960 to 1970 was filled with numerous efforts

to create the conception of an adult education aiming alsO at

goals such as

assistance in one's occupation

- assistance in one's life

- assistance in one's leisure,

and beginning to surmount the gap between the state and the

public Q4ucational system. It seems unnecessary tO deal'at

this point with all the proposals madb in this connectidp to

bring about an up-to-date refoilm of adult eduction',,as these

have been included in subsequent statements concerned with

educational policy and in legitlative proposals whose ten-,

dencies and intentions will still be-discussed later. '

Another landmark was thee year 1970 when the German Educational

Council published its Siiuctural Plan. The German Educational

Council' had 'replaced in 19,65 the German Committee ,for

cation and it, too, was a body of experts, but one having

stronger links with, federal educational policy and, owing to

the scope of its work, being paid greater attention to. .

In the Sirt4ptural Plan, the term "further education" was

used for ihe first time, and consistently at that, and it

was.defined-.40 an integxation of Oult education, retraining

and coniinuirig education.

It seems hardly laossible,f'or a foreign observer to discriminate

between the various terminological nuAnces. As a hlp, it

should perhaps only be said that, in'accordance with its
r

new meaning, adult education appears to be'concerned above
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all .pith meeting socio-cultural needs through the es4tablish-

mente of Adult educitiongurther'education.

The tendencies preconceived in the Stryctural Plan have

been subsequently encretized, Clarified and put into a

form which could serve as the basis for, drawing the necessary

legislative consequences. This applies especially to the

general plan of education elaborated by the Federal and"Re-

gional ComMission for Educational Planning (and the Promo-

tion of Rgsearch) which was published in 1973 and which,

ever since has been considered as the document on educational

reform in the Federal Republic of Germany.

If one tried to sum up in a 1.w points the perspective anich

since then has been playing e decisive role, one could do

this in the following way, overlooking the

opposite tendenLes as well a Ehe details of the process of

educational policy. de consider the following points as de-

termining and essential with *regard to the reform andits.

tendencies:

,1. fhe federal, state and municipal autnorities nave assumed

the duties of promoters of adult education, which had aeen

previously determined by the state Constitutions of the

various artder and/or ay special laws (tne 1953 Act on

Promotion in Borth Rhine-Aestphalia, the Act on Adult

Education in Lower Saxony, passed in 1969/1970).

2, Further education is carried out within a pluralistic'

system of different authorities, whose equality of status

is guaranteed under the oondition of_"corresponding results".

32

The criteria according to which these "corresponding re-

sults" are to be appraised have not yet been clarified.

Some time ago, the German Committee for Education itself

warned against the distorted and nebulous terminological

differentiation between a free and oontrolled adult edu-

cation. The General Educational Plan differentiates

between the legal nature, of the public and the non-public

(free) authorities.
413
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3. Further education constitutes an independent, fourth

sphere, following those of elementary, secondary andter-

tiary education. The very fact of adult education being

in quartic position can imply either-an opportunity or

a miserable' shadow existence.

4. The availability of further .education must be all -invol -

ving and the existing differences.in this respect between

town --andcopntryside_should also be eliminated to at

least some extent; they will prOI;aTaii-iiiiier--dis-appear__

entirely.

5; In terms of their content,'voaational education, general

education and political education should be inter-related.

.TheY-should constttdee an_ integrated whole by means of

which a complex interpretation of Our-present era.can be

ensured. This aim could have probably been pursued only

occasionally beyond the limits of a mere rhetoric claim,

as Ehe underlying principles orinstruction often lead

to stilted curricula.

6. In addition, more.weight should be placed on vocational and
N11..

degree education, which requirement is even more strongly

reflected in the acts of adult education adopted in the

various states. According to this list of goals, the

curricula, participation, professionalization, study

le 'ave and establishment of further education is being

discussed, with reference ba precisely planned dates,

which are to clarify the time schedule for the fulfil:

ment of the intended reform. Naturally, the_ General

Zducational Plan, which constitutes an aseptic, condensed

'version of the Structural elan, is also based on a con-

ception of education that can be ascertained and deter-

mined by terms such as systematic learning, degree-orient'c/
study, vocational education and scientific education.

A certain landmark marking the conclusion of the current de-

velopment is set by the First Act on Further Education in

the state of Borth Rhine-Westphalia, which came into force,

r..'

-,-
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on January 1, 1975 after a relatively long preparatory period..

Compared to the acts on adult education/further education

that have been adopted until now in other states, this law

Lfrrp3rires an extensive application of the measures contained

in the General Educational Plan, it can even be seen from the

terminology used. The First Act on Further Education also

includes some more precise formulations, which'subsequently

lend a more concrete character to the designs of the General

Sdueationa/ Plan.

The overall goals, such as the all-embracing character of

the. facilities offered, the assumption,of duties by the

muniC pal authorities and the equality of the different -

that is public and non-public - authorities' are almost

identical in the General Educational'Otn and the First

- Act on Furt er Education.

The First Act on Further Education goes above and beyond the

general formula, according to which further education in--
cludes general, vo Ational and political education and pre-

sents a differentia edilist of tasks, namely:

1. non-vocational, de ree education

2. vocational educatio

3. scientific education

4. political education

5. leisure-oriented, cre tivity-pNomoting education

6. edmcation toward pare thodd and family '4

7. personal-development education.

assume that this list is arranged acobrding to a hierarchy

of value , even though the "fathers" of this law deny it. We

10404, do nott tend to examine individual sets of tasks for

tne purpose of-their interpretation, but would like tol point

out that the last-mentioned among them% "personal-development

education", sounds like a duoio-be compromise; after all, the

other spheres, too, cOntribute to personal education: There

is a widespread opin on in North Rhine-Westphalia thatthis

sphere could have0 t as well been listed as "other forms of

education".

bk.
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The act reveals an obvious tendency to attach a certain

rity to degree vocational, systematized education. This

corresponds to the intention pursued by the reftirm in the

sphere of educatiodal policy - namely, to, base further edul

cation on a more pronounced curriculum stringency and to

conceive of it throughout as 'organized learning" in

a twofold sense. Here it should be pointed out, however,

that this tendency is not necessarily followed up

actual offer of study programmes. FOrinstance, in the case

of-the Folk High Schools in North Rhine-Westphalia, th

"systematized* offer is-still less-than i third of what is

available as a whole. In this case, the aim of the reform

and present reality still seem to be far apart.

/ ---
VII, CULTURAL FEDERALISM AND PLURALISM IN GENERAL AND

IN. REGARD TO ADULT EDUCATION

The educational system in the Federal Republic of Germany is

mean's

charac erized by the principle of cultural fe-

deralism, which me s that legislative' bower and the imple-

mentation of legislation in the sphere of education is pri-

marily the province of the individual states'. ,

This implies the resumption of a practice carried out duting

the Wilhelmian era, i.e. at the time of imperial Germany.

from 1871 (until 1918), and during the years of the Weimar

Republic (1919-1933) - a practice which wad abandoned only

at the time of National SocialisM as a result of the centra-

lization of. the state administration. Although throu

the duration of the Federal Republic pleas could be heard
t -

which called for central competence in questions bf educa-

tional policy as well, they have not been able to do away

with the principle of cultural federalism. The reasons for ,

cultural federalism may seem obvious where the post-war states

in the Federal Republic have carried on the tradition of the
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former pre -war states: less cony cinq e the reasons con-
/

cerning those states which were est ished only after 1945,

such as North Rhine-Westphalia" se pop lation hardly shows

any unifying characteristics.oi a regiona nature. The fede-

ral authority has more task's in the sphefe'cf cultural pc:-
'''

licy only there questions of the promotion 4 science, / ---,Z._
.., //

Vcultural policy abroad and, since 191", educafonal.,plao2

ning are concerned. ,Until 1969, the competence\ofthe felt,a1/
'-

authority was determined above all by the.provi io of,
_

Article 74 (13), which readS:

"The concurrent legislative powers cover the allow

spheres ..." 13. stipulations concerting sistance i

training.andsthe promotion of scientific research."
.

Owing to this Article, the federal authority possesses 1,

concurrent legislative power with regard to the,sphere of

scientific research, which means that 8_,-\\

the states share the costs of the promotion of scientific

research. In this respect,, they are also supported by a

number of private foundations,. e.g. the Foundation for

German Science (Stifterverband far die deutsche WisSenschaft),

the Thyssen Foundation and.the Volkswagen Works FoundatIon.

in 1969 , still under the impact of the "big coalition":of

the SPD and CDU/CSU, Article 91,of the Constitution, 'con -

cerhing common tasks, was supplemented to extend Coopera-

tion between federal and state' authorities to the sphere

of educational planning as well (Article 91134%

The federal and state authorities may on the baiis,of

prior agreement cooperate in matters of educational planning

and the promotion of facilities and objectives of; scientific

research of transregional significance. The distributioi

of costs will be determined-in the agreement." ---

This amendment has had, the following consequences among ,

other things:

36
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1. The federal government and individual state governments

constituted on June 25, 1970, the'Federal and States

Commission for Educational Planning as a permanent forum

for the discussion of all educational questions jointly

affecting the federation as a whdle and the individual

states. The central task given the commission, which

consists of Education and Finance Ministers as representa-

tives of their respective governments, was the elaboration

51 a general educational plan and of an educational budget.

2. The Federal and States Commission IIE4LIACAtional Planning
adopted the General Educational Plan on June 15, 1973

and submitted it to the heads of the federal and state

governments, which apprdved it by decisions taken On

Sep ember 20 and November 30, 1973.

3. The particular cultural federalisrOhas been replaced by

a cooperative cultural federalism which p ses to

guarantee-a higher degree of mutual agreement.

The cooperation between the federal and state authorities

also leads to a somewhat different division of competence

concerning individual questions which sometimes make the

, administrative practice more difficult. Thus,__According to

the Federal Act on the Promotion of-Training (Bundesaus-

ffildungsfarderungegesetz, or simply Bagg), student promo-

tion is the competehg of the federal authbrity, whereas

legislation concerning higher education General Act on

Higher Education and.the individual state acts on higher

education) has more to do with the cooperative principle

and the school system remains exclusively in the comptence

of the states.

3n the whole, tne oasic principle of cultural federalisA

meets with tne approval of tne pualic, the pOlitic parties,

churches and cultural-political associations, and o asional

calls for a ?ederal AinistrY of Education hardly find any

support. Tnus in future as well, cultural federalism will
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determine the structure and development of tne educational

system in the Federal .republic of Germany, ooviously in a

form favourable ,to unification and permitting tae various

states separate efforts only insofar as they are objectively

e justified.

Cultural federalism, the limitations of which have been

described above, permits also in the sphere of further eduCa:-

tioi for the most pa#:only such regulations and laws as

correspond to the particularities of the respective states

and opens up overlapping perspectives only where it concerns

questions of educational planning which, in accordance with

the amended Article 91b GG, presume cooperation on the part

of the federal authority. Consequently, the General Educa-

tional Plan drawn up by the Federal and States Commission

for Educational Planning - in our context especially its

passage on further education - hasa norm *etting character

with regard to subsequent state laws. So, for, instance, the

First Act on Further Education in North Rhine-Westphalia -

which,has been in force since January 1, 075'- includes

essential aspects of the General Educational:Plan, which it

incorporates in specifics cprrespondihg to that region's'

particular conditions: With respect to further education,

cultural and /hr educational federalism can thus be described

as a regulating principle. It also seems that the legal

embodiment of further education as an independent sphere of

the public educational system can best be achieved on the

basis of and with respect for educational federalism.

Attempts -,such as that concerning study leave - to introduce

federally uniform regulations'whibh would be binding on all

'states,, have failed in view of the present practice of educe-

- tional

Without detriment to the above- mentioned constitutional

amendment (91b GG), cultural matters are in principle the

province of the states, as stipulated by Article 30 GG.

Limitations are due to ArtAcld 75 GG, 91a and 91b GG. Also
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the Federal Republic's practical educatiohal policy confirms.

that the constitution - as T.Oppermann points out -"leaves

the bulk of the state's cultural tasks to be executed by the

states".(Oppermann, T., Kulturverwaltungsrecht, /Cultural

Administrative Law/, Tilbingen 1969, p. 580.)

This fact stands out clearly in a comprative survey (H.G.-

Roth, Ldnderpartikularismus oder kooporativer Bildungsf6dera-

lismu.; /State Particularism or Cooperative. Educational

Pederalism4 in: Aus Politik and ZeitgesAichie, B 1-2/76,

p. 8):

"The states account for 68%,

the municipalities for 22.6%

and the federal authority only for 9.4% t,

of the total expenditure on educationo Whereas in the state
.

budgets some 26-30% of overall expenditure is earmarked for

the educational sphere, only 2.8% is\allocated to,education

and science in the federal budget, Or 5.5% including the

.means devoted to research and technology."

Apart from the principle of educational-federalism, the

principle of pluralism now Aldo has a place within `the Fe-
.0

decal Republic's social and state structure. This mean's that

in a state which represents society and its specific forces,

these specific forces must be given, commensur4te with their

social relevance, opportunities for political participation.

To this we only wish to add a concrete, telling example, In
4

the parliament,of the Free State of Bairaria - and this is an

exceptional case in the Federal Republic of Germany twq

chambers are envisaged: the Bavarian Landtag as thg repre-

sentative of the political will of the population, and the

Senate in which - based on the principle of professional

representation - the individual sectors of society (churches,

trades unions, associations, higher schools, etc.) should

constitute a counterweight to purely political representation.

Not even the advocates of this form of parliamentary structure

deny that it may, obviously, make room for clashes of interests

and that the assumed ideal-typical differentiation of po-
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litIcal-and societal representation may often be at odds

with reality.

This example should make it clear that the idea of pluralism

can also be implemented in terms of parliamentary policy. The
11`

implementatiodof the principle of pluralism seems to be
f t

be4 tter known - 0
in the shape of supervisory organs of radio broadcasting

stations

in the provision of pre - school education

in the provision of the out-cif-school education of

youth

in the provision of furthe'r education.
F.

A socially conscious state implies a well-balanced relatitn-

phip between homogeneity and pluralism. It is precisely this

which makes .cooperation an imperative of educational policy.

But cooperation can be successful only where it is based on

--the equayty of the cooperating partners.

If one applies these general considerations.to the circum-

stances of'adat education/further-education, one can say

in the first place that also

- the system of adult education/further education.is based'

on the principle of societal pluralism. Apart from the

municipal:facilitie s, there are also those provided by the

churchbs, trades unions, associations, -etc. Then

- endorsement of

includes equal

concept.

ralism

ty among the partners of a pluralistiC

Finally,'a pluralistic concept calla for

- cooperation. s

.

It,is due to this that :the idpa of cooperation acquires 6.

Ideeper foundation, if only be'cau'se it prevents an organize-
0 ------------_

tional split. The relevant reform-oriented recommendations and

legal norms Oimpoting adult education have always taken these

three aspects into consideration. And also the establishments
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and authorities which coAstitute the system of further edu-
.

catiod, including the State Associations of Folk.High Schools

and the GermanFolk High School Association, have pledged

themselves to the idea of plurality.

VIII. ADULT EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS INDIVIDUAL L* DESCRIBED

A) INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ,

To give an idea of the institutions which will be described

in the following lines, it is important to acquire a picture

of the entire structure of adult education authorititS.

This will make it easier to recognize the significance of

the position of what will be presented herd in the form of

a selection. Such a structural schema can be found in a

pulllication'in which the plans for the development of further

education are discussed. For the purpose of such planning

that which already exists must be taken into accountas

far as possible and presented in a systematic in&rrela-

tion'ship.

Further education

Closed further education Open further education

Public
service

EnterpriZe,
unions

Federal regions,
municiaalities

[-

Radio and TV
corporations,
higher dduca-
Ciari instiu-
tions

Other
institutions

PUblic
authorities

Non-public
authoritie

(Pau/ Hamacher, 1976, p. 51)
s

Free providers
such as chur-
ches and
tiade unions

Commercial
establish-
ments

. ,

:,The adthor, Paul Hamacher4, explains this schema as follows:

"The progiders'can be differentiated according to whether
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the facilities'they offer are intended only for their

employees, members of their enterprises or their union

members (closed further education), or whether they make

these facilities available to every (open further education).

The providers of closed further education are the public

services, enterprises, unions as well as other institutions

and organizations. With respect to 'open further education'

for everyone, distinction must be made between public and

non - public providers. In'the case of public authorities,

there is on the one hand further education which is under

the direct control of parliaments (the federal authority,

the states and municipalities), and, on the other, further

education which is only indirectly controlled by parlia-

ments (in the case of radio and TV corporation's and higher
za.

education institutions. As concerns non-public providers,

two groups can also be distinguished: providers pursuing

common interests and commercial providers. The former are

called as a rule 'free providers'. All the above-mentioned

providers may plan and carry out both distance study and

face-to-face teaching and they may work on a regional or

transregional "basis". (Paul Hamacher, 1976, p. 50)

Those institutions whose activity in the sphere of adult

education/further education is promoted by state legisla- c

tion can be found in the two sections which are-marked grey .

in the scheme. They, above all, are the subject ofthe

ing presentation. This emphasis is due to the fact that,the
.

laws encourage-them to" cooperate or oolige'them, to some

extent, to practise institutional cooperation.
.o

B) EXAMPLES FROM THE SPHERE OF, CLOSED ADIEDUtATION
.4

ti

1. Adult education in the Public Service .

The discussion on the n6ed for vocationi further training, ,

which started in the sixties, has also been conducted in

the sphere of the public services and it makes us realize

I
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the joint impact of forts fot modern pedagogical forms of

work and of preva ing tendencies in the case of an admi-

nistrative refo

Various est lishments for.further education exist on the

federal level:

the Academy for Leading Personnel of the Federal Postal

Service

- the Training and Further Education Establishment of the

Foreign Office

the Federal Academy of Public Administration '

-,the Federal Academy of Military Administration and Military

Technology

-7..the Federal Academy of Finance

-,the Military Academy of the Bundeawehr

- the School of theBundeawehr for Internal Administration

- the Central School of the' German federal Railways

All establishments on the federal level are oriented towards

programmes for adapting and raising the students' qualifica-

tions or = according to thage'institutes' own internal

terminology - adaptive further education and promotive

further education. The founding'of the Federal Academy of

Public Administration (attached to the Federal Ministry of

the Interior) has served the purpose of a certain unificationA

"The Federal Academy, which has been est/Sol/aged on the basis

of the Federal Government's decision of June 11, 1969 and

the degree of the.Federal Minister of the Interior of August

28, 1969; is,the Federal Government's central establishment

of continuing education."

Brochures dealing with this question point out that the pro-

grammeS concern relatively closed facilities that serve

almost exclusively, the needs of vocational qualification,

or qualifications required for a specific post or leading

function..Comparatively little represented is the sphere of

programmes devoted to the social sciences or assistance in

acquiring knowledge that will enhance one's orientation in
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the world. The same can be said with regard to the other

above-mentioned institutions.

All the aoove-rpentioned establishments) which serve the

needs ofinternalfurther education in various federal sectors,

are oriented towards different forms of executive training

and management traiq,ing and are,. also shaped, inexplicitly,

according to foreign models such as the French goole Nationale

d'Administration (ENA). These establishments seem t9 be

hardly influenced by the notion of a broadly-spnceiVed

further education - an integration of vocational, political

and general education. Though it can be pointed out that in

the Academy for Leading Personnel of the Federal Postai

Service a concept is being practised, according to which

considerable space is devoted - both in terms, of content

and methodologically - to knowledge enhancing a person's

general orientation.

4
The activities discussed here relate almost exclusively to

persons with above-average previous educational achievement.

They extensively correspond to what is going on A the

economic sphere with respect to the further education of

executive personnel.

Things are different in the case of the Bundeswehr. The

unquestionably largest provider of further education on the

federal level - yet the one most often overlooked in the

disbussion - is the Federal Ainiitry of Defence It places a

widely branched-out system of training and further educa-

tion at the disposal above all of soldiers on extended

military. duty. This is done with a twofold perspective in

mind: On the one hand, training opportunities are provided

with a view to later utilization viithin the framework of the

Bundeswehr and, on the other, to facilitate the. soldiers"

re-entry into civilian jobs after, their discharge from the

Bundeswehr. For these purposes, there have been established

until now

- 61 schools

- 2 academies
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1 - 3 specialized higher education institutions

- 2 higher schools (as higher education -institutions under

federal jurisdiction)

LThe Bundess r also has 34 specialized schools which offer

the following possibilities to soldiers who have enlisted

for an eight-year term of military service:c'the attainment of

a vocational school degree, a secondary school oi, vocational

high school degree, the qualifications for a chosen career in

public administration and the prerequisites for university

attendance.'

The Office of the Bundeswehr for Job Promotion came into

being as early as 1940. Its task is to facilitate the soldier;;

(re-)entry into civilian life, regardless of whether they

resume their former professions or whethei they change

jobs. Enrolment in the various facilities of further edu-

cation is in principle voluntary. The costs are met by the

Office for Job Promotion. Essentially, the measures con- o

cerning vocational training consist of, coordinating bodies

of specialists, specialized courses and correspondence

courses.

An article in Der Spiegel had the following to say on the

plans of enlisted soldiers:

"'Of the 62,200 enlisted soldiers who voluntarily joined

the Bundeswehr between 1960 and 1974, almost one half

e decided(for further education in the professipns for which

they had been trained; a third wished to be retrOned for

) another job and one,out of seven chose to remain in the

army as a professional soldier."

(Der Spiegel, 1975, p. 5Z)

The figures concerning the results of this system of further

education were published to the information bulletin

Sozialdemokratische Sicherheitspolitik with reference to

the years 1960-1974. curing that period, the enlisted men

of the Bundeswehr passed the following exams:
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"17,300 exams

700 exams

3,600 exams

5,100 exams

3,0001 exams

2,100 exams

33,200 other

as skilled workers, journeymen and assistants,

for administrative workers,

for would=be foremen,

for welders9

entitling them to REFA certificates

for radio announcers,

specialized tests and_exams, frorethose for

foreign trade agents to those for aluminium workers,,

or mountain guides.

baring the same period, enlisted nen received, after the

conclusion.of their military service and at the exPinse

of the Bundeawehr, specialized training in, more than 550

professions, from that of an operator of'building machinery

to that of a mechanical and /or civil engineer. Frpm 1960

until 1974, the following specializations were attained:

17,000,as

15,700 as

5,200 as

2,900 as

3,400 as

14,000 as

2,600 in

2,500 in

5,400 in

3,900 in

a foreman,

a technician;

a diploma-holding engineer,

a teacher,

a person of a medium executive rank,

a trader,

the building-machinery industry,

the sphere of foreign languages,

data processing and, finally,

various specializations as public health

workers."

(Sozialdemokratische Sicherheitapolitik, 1975)

What indirect'field of activity with regard to adult educa.1

tion there exists for the federal authority and the states

is obvious from the example of extra-mural study which, to

'4-

a large extent, is organized on a commercial basis. The

outcome of agreements concluded between the states in 1969

and 1973 was the establishMent in Cologne of the'Central,

Office for EXtra-mural Study (Zentralatelle far Fernun-

terricht der ander der Buodearepublik Deutschland, or-'

simply ZFU) and the securing of the possibility to parti-

0
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further education of justices of all branches of the judi-

ciary and state attorneys. It is supposed to provide further

education ,for-judges and state attorneys in their fields of

specialization and to enable them to acquire knowledge and

experience concerning political, social, economic and

scientific developments."

(Verwaltungsvereinbarung Uber die Deutsche Richterakademie,

1973, p.54)

The programmes organized by the German Academy for Judges

also reveal an effort.to go beyond a purely juristic canon

of further education and.to deal with currently important

aspects such as law and medicine, the legal and social

sciences, the position of guest workers in the legal system

and society of the Federal Republic of Germany, etc. Thb

German Academy for Judges maintain interpational contacts

with similar institutions in the Oetherlands, Denmark,

France and Austria.

Flow widespread within the states-these activities were

even a few years ago ip apparent from a query/Made in the

Landtag of North Rhine-WeitRhalia. The answer of the state

government shows the breakdown of these activities in,ternm

of the state budget:

Question 1:
4

What total sum was available in the plate budget for 1972

for facilities and establishments in All sectors of further

education?

Concerning question 1:

152,630,900'DM

Of this, the following sums were allotted

.to the following incilividual spheres:

Prime 'Minister and Minister for Federal,

Affairs - special sphere of activity 8,260,100 DM

Minister of the Interior 5,900,000 DM

c' Minister of Jtstice 4,104,900 DM

Minister of education 64,641,200 DM
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Minister of Science and Research 1,718,600 DM'

Minister of Labour, dealth and Social

Welfare . I 63,216,600 DM

(of this: 44,260,000 DM for out-of-school

education of youth)

Minister of the Economy', the Middle Strata

and Transport 1,520,000 DM

Minister of Food, Agri culture and Forestry 1,467,700 DM
...

Minister of Ffnallot 1,801,800 DM

(Landeag 31;irdrldin-Weatfaleh, Drucksache 7/3146, p.3)'

Withoueing specified, these nominal values naturally seem

to bel4ressive, but they would appear in a relative light

:S*'It were made known on what concept of further education

all of this is-thased. In addition, it is equally impressive

and informative to know that only 2.8% of the total edu-

cational expendi,ture in 1472 was allotted to further edu-

cation. Naturally, considerable changes'have occurred since

I/
then.

2. Enterprises as Providers of Further Eductroll

(Vocationally-,oriented Adult Education)

e'
,
Adult education in the economic sphere appears as a widely-

branched system of various measures, aimed at the raising of

qualiiicatio s. These measures are motivated above all by

the desire_ tablish'vocational competence through

cational edUcation. They differ from one another first of all

according to where they take place. There is

- enterprise

- supra-enterprise

- extra-enterptise (e.g. leadership training at special e

academies)

further education.Anojer possibility is to make distinctions

according to the functions tq be fulfilled by the educational

facilities in question. ThPlwaccording to H.4inter/H.-H.

?v.* 49
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Tholen, there is:

further education

retraining

adult education

O

adaptive further education

promotive further education;--

new vocational orientation

vocational re-Activation

vocational rehabilitation;

general vocational continuing

education

These functional sPheies can be further div ided so that, for

instance,/ adaptive further education is differentiated

according to criteria dealing with the specific questions

of a work place, a branch of production or a kind of product

(of. H.Winter/11.-H.Tholan, 1975).

vet Another helpful division is based on existing functions in an

enterprise (management, planning, prodlibtion, distribution)

or on the existing position within the enterprise hierarchy:

- executive rank

- technical personnel

commercial.staff

- skilled workers

- trained or untrained workers

The Motives and goals of further education in the economy

are determined to a large. extent by the structures of the

enterprises in question, the various technologies and the

.situation on the market:

.

,

Of.
"The motives and goals of further education - whether con-

ceived of as being in the interests of the snterprise or

,those of its co-workers - are thus essentially concerned

with overcoming efficiency gaps caused for various_ reasons.

In this respect, the enterprises must realize that further

education is an indispensable factor and has the character

of an investment (the fourth sector of investments), while

the co-worke;s- interests do not consist only in the over-

coming of existing efficiency gaps but are also to be seen

50
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in the preservation of employment, social and personal, mo-

bility which helps one to meet the requirement of self-

assertion."

(H.Winter/H.-R. Tholan, 1975)

The same line is followed by the summarising presentation

by F. Arlt who only a few"years ago was head of the educa-

tiopal department of the German Industrial Institute (now

known as the Institute of the German Economy - Institut

der Veutechen Wirtschaft - in Cologne):

"Ine.the wage of the technical-economic development, adult
e

Kucation in the economic sphere has always been oriented

and this proves its rationality - toward economic or labour

aims. The provision of educational assistance to adult is

immanent to industrialization with its principles of a di-

vision of, labour, mass produCtion, technization and me-

chnization and continuous research into its technolOgy with

the purpose of achieving better working conditions and

results.

"During the transformation of the peasant, craft and small-

trader production of goods into an economy dependent on scien-

tific-technical development, adult education assumes the tasks

of further education in the sense of aiding adaptation, pro-

motive education and retraining.

"In the process of industrialization, the journeyman's and

master journeyipan's certificates have lost the significance

of a confirmation' f a training concluded once and c)r all;

the slogan of lif long learning, which, has been raised as

a pricpiple of eel cational policy; implies an obligation for

'whoever wishes to remain vocationally abrea t of the times.

Thus, enterprises±funCtion as permanent sea s'of education

in a giveikfield."
, . 2

,ot

'(F.A,r1t, 157; p.278 f.)

Those responsible for further education in large industrial r
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enterprises have repeatedly stressed thg point tnat it is

not possible to justify in the long run.4the assumption that

enterprises should limit their further education to vocational

adaptation and the raising of a given qualification. Actual],y,

there do exist large enterpriseS whose adult education fa-

cilities include provisions for both vocational and general

eduCation. Thus, Siemens AG provides education in three

different spheres.

- On-job further education:

This has to do with themes concerning practical coping with

newly-posed tasks.

- General further education:

This is devoted tb the method Of intellectual work, to

languages, economic and/social politics, etc.

- Executive training:

This is oriented toward the enterprise's goals, organization

and functions, toward questions of manage-Me:it-ilia toward

personnel and social politics.
.

Examples such as this one should not make us forget that on

the whole barely 40% of those employed in the sphere of pro-

duction work in enterprises with more than one thousand

employees (cf. Statistisches Bundesamt /Federal Office of

Statistics/, 1976, p.241).

One should realize that the smaller the enterprise, the

itre-eare the opportunities for enterprise further education.

Until the German Educational Council produced its Structural

Flan, the existence of an enterprise further education had

hardly been mentioned among the public at large. The enter-

prises themselves did not show any interest 16 ditcussing

their activities in, public, let alone providinY'them. Things

have changed somewhat in this respect since thg discussions

concerning the financing of study leave. 4ow the great scope

of the measures being taken by the enterprises in this

sphere is being publicly reve-led. The In(ormation Bulletin

i

of the institute of the German Economy /Informationsdienst
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des Institute der 2reutschen Wirtschaft/ gives a clear

picture of the costs, structure, participants and results

of enterprise further education (August 21, 1975).

The entrepreneurial sector of the economy spent in 1971/72

altogether some 2.1 thousand million DM or vocational further

educatiqp. This amounts to 101 DM per head of the 21.2 million

emploeyees in the sphere of the Chambers of Industry and

Commerce as well as the Chambers of Handicrafts."

4

The largest part of this sum, amounting to 1.68 thousand

million DM 'vat-allotted to company-based further training.

This accounted for 17.2% of the total expenditure on a-

company education (9.76 thousand Million DM).

The cost of one place in company-based vocational furtner

training as 30,371 DM, almost 508 'of which (14,155 liM) was

due to the continued payment of wages.

At present, there are 86,678 places available in company-

cased further training in the econothic sphere. On the average

802 of them are used for on-the-job education. An average

of 0.7 of a workday per employee was spefit for this purpose.,

_`Consequently, one out of 1-4 employees' was granted a ten-day

study leave'in the 1971/72 period ...

At least one half of all tne facilities of furtner education

are used for further career training. Thus the'Chambors of

Industry and Commerce giye annually an average:of 100,000

exams for oremen, tecnnicians, accountants, economists, etc.

About one third of all provApions serves the needs,of con-

tinuing adaptation (the updating of vocational skills in

one's original training). Approximately a fifth of the,

entire scope of further education is devoted to retraining,

One third of the providers of these facilities of further
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education and training are. the employers, one fourth are

state institutions and the rest are the trades unions,

churches, various associations, private providers, etc.

Interest in further education is increasing ... This has been.

revealed by a motivation and efficiency analysis,made 1p 1973

the aegional Office for Small Business in Baden-Airttemberg

on the basis of an investigation carried out among the par-

ticipants in vocational further education courses:

- 61% hoped to'acnieve a better position in their occupation;

- the rest took part because of the pressure of changed work

requirements.

The effort also has its rewards: 75% of those questioned

said that their position at work had improved 9n completion .

of their courses.

(Institut der geutschen Wirtschaft, 1975, p.4, f.)

C) INSTITUTIONS OF OPEN FURTHER EDUCATION

1. Trade OnionAdult Education

There are two reasons to start with the trades unions among

the. many providers recognized as such by the provisions of

individual state legislation: on the one hand, they complement,

in a way the previously described in-company further educa-

tion and trainin13, on the Other, certain parts of the trade

union educational aceivity'belong to the above-mentioned

closed activities, serving the purpose, of preparing their

participants for the work as trade union 'officials and

their further education. In view of the great personnel

needs resulting from the amendments of the Act on Company

Statutes (Betriebsperfassungsgesetz /BVG/), the Act on

Personnel Aepresentation (Personalsertretungsgesetz /PVG/)

canand tne Labour Co-participation Law, find with regard to theepresentation of the employees" interests in socio-political
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and socio-juridical bodies, this sector of trade union

further education holds today apredominant positiora. Accord-

ing to legal regulations, the participation of members, of

Works Councils irv>training and educational courses depends

on a common acknowledgement by the trades unions and the

employers. According to Paragraph 37, Section 7;

"Every member of a Sorks Council is entitled during his

regular terms of office to a total of three weeks of paid

leaveto take part ii schooling and, educational facilities

that have been acknowledged as°suitable by the highest labour

°office after consultation pith the top organs of the trade

unions and the employers' unions."

(Act on Company Statutes, Par. 37, Section-74-1

Exclusive forms of training of trade union officials do not

come under tie competence of the'BVG.

In the case of the trades unionq, a widely stratified orga-

nizational structure and caoice.of eduoational programmes

is availoble. It can be said briefly that these are aimed at po-

litical and vocational education, with the German Office

Employees' Trade Union (Deutsche Angestellten-Gearkschaft
_..-

/DAG/) being mainly concerned with vocational,education. It

Provides a number of programmes dealing with specific jobs

or branches of the economy, which serve the purposes of

adaptation and/or the raising of gualifications.,Th1e German,

Trades Unionirederation (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund /D3d/),
0

on the other hand, provides a broad gamut of adult educatio-

nal opportunities, even including educational programmes

devoted to leisure activity and the fine arts. As concerns

the DGB, it should be pointed out that, in addition to it,

educational activities are also being carried out by the

individual trade unions.
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2. The German Trades Union Federation (DGB)

In November 1973, the DGB held a conference on educational

policy,'at which the guidelines for trade union adult edu-

cation were formulated, with main attention being devoted

to aspects of raising qualifications:

'"It is necessary 'to provide for qualifications which maintain

their validity over a long period of time, that is, not purely

executive activities but those that promote,among other

things; the ability to plan and make decisions (long-term

.qualifications); these also should be qualifications which

are valid in many occupationi (across-the=board

So'claiconsciousness must acquire greater significance

and include, for example, questions such as'the organization

of an enterprise, investment policy and price policy."

(Deutetalser Gawerkaoha?tsbund /publishers /, 1974, p.43)

Already before Ant, in March 1972, so-called "Concepts of

Educational POlicy" has been formulated. According to this

document, adult education in the sense.of "further education"

should be conceived as part of a Unified system of education,

accompanied by efforts:to mutually integrate vocational

and social education. In addition, a systeM of courses

according to the principle of cumulative credits is to be

established. These systematizing programmes should finally

have tOe character of {degree credit education, but the le-

gaily binding character of the degrees thus acquired has -

not been made the subject of any detailed discussion.

In'a decument known as "requirements of the DGB Concerning.

Vocational' Education ", special emphasis is placed on local

and regional cooperation which is to be embarked upon by

the appropriate institutions. With regard to cooperatiqn and

coordination, the.ref3art of the DGB oh activities in the

course of 1972-1974 says the following:

"The internal trades union discussion on the tasks and po-

sition of further educatin-also touches on the relations

of the DGB to other providers pf further, education whicn,

cc.,
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for their part, are searching for new ways between traditio-

nal and emancipatory forms of education. Cooperation of the

DGB with-other providers of further education during the

period discussed in this report was of differing intensity

in the various states and was also carried out with different

partners. It mainly concerned, the development of programmes

for employees."

(ibid., p.153)

Simultaneously with the activities mentioned, here, DGB,

stretching its interests above and beyond those ing

purely trade union matters, joined the discus4ion on

political education of adults.

0

The founding of the Common°Welfare Educational Establishment

(GemeinnUtaigee Bildungewerk e.V.) implied greater unifica-

tion of the DGB's educational activity.

)

"On Nay 2, 1972, the Federal ExecittlVe Board founded the

Common Welfare Educational Establishment in order to help

increase the educational facilities of the DGB quantitAtively

and to create for them a broader scope of activity."

(elptdTi p.155)

The content of trade union educationaI-Mork has b en formar

lated by the: DGB in these general terms:

"A fresh start has been made in the development of curricula

for trade union educational activity and the elaboration,

publication' and distribution of study materialS that should.

be accomplished in cooperation with the individual trade_

.unions' educational departmente ... Further, closer coopera-

tion has been established between the Department of Education

and the Department of Social Policy with regard to the ela-

boration of curricula known as ;Education Concerning Co-

participation' and 'Employees' Representatives in the

Supervisory Councils'.

"Thus, work has been started, together with the Personnel

Departmento on the further development And elaboration of

g
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the existing approaches to the vocational further education
of DGB employees ..."

(ibid., p.159)

Practical educational activity is carried out on the local,

district and federal levels. The work being done in the'

DGB's 236 districts is being oriented towaf.ds a framework

plan for local educational activity. A tendency to increase

its intensity is notable. The individual lectures, eveniig

seminars and weekend and residential courses are devote di

above all to

- economic and social policy

- labour and social security legislation F*.e.
- ,trade union and social policy,

- work studies and tariff policy

- the effectiveness of verbal presentation.

Work on the district level - in.ia way, the lower level of

trade union educational activity - is carried on by the DGB's

five federal schools, which are more expressly-systematized

with respect to the character of the various courses and the

status of the participants. The courses are divided into:

basic introductory courses, basic upgrading courses, special

courses (especially, those providing special function-related

qualifications for women, white - collar workers, chairmen

oClocal bodies, etc.) and other courses and work sessions

(conferences of lecturers, etc.). 40

In a report on general activities,.the following figures

appeared concerning the number of participants in the courses

provided by the five federal schools (in Bad Kreuznach,

-Hattingen, Hochkamp, Siederpdcking and Springe):

systematic courses 3,089 participants

non-systematic courses 2,384 participants

altogether 5,473 participants

A noticeable fact is that the number of male participants

(81 %) greatly exceeded that of women participants and that
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with 75.1% the proportion of students with complete elemen-

taryqgeneral) school education was unquestionably higher'"

than in other adult education establishments.

Finally, it is also necessary-to mention the Correspondence

College, Ltd. of the DGB, which is a memeer of the Workshop

for Correct Distance Study. The courses provided by this

school are mainly confined to

- legislation concerning work contracts

- teaching on the trades unions

- mathematics

- social security and

- national economy.

In 1974, the courses of the Correspondence College were

frequented by 15,242 students.

While the Correspondence College of the DGB provides political

as well as vocational education, the organization of face-

- to-face courses in vocational further training is the pro-

vince of the Further Training'Establishment of the German

Trades Union Federation, Ltd.(Berufefortbirdungswerk des.

Deutsehen Gewerkaehaftebundea GmbH). Its tasks are described'

as follows in an information brochure published in 1975:

"As a trades union institution of vocational education, the

Further Training Establishment of the DGB strives to present,

the employee with a choice of topical subjects in the sphere

of continuing education and retraining. This concerns

above all the following concrete ,tasks:

- 4 furnishing the employees with knowledge and skills by

means of continuing education; they should,be enabled to

co-determine technical, social and occupational develop-

ment and/or to adapt themselves to the_resuating change's.

Employees should be given opportunities to acquire new

occupational skills by way of new qualification possibi-

lities, in particular by way of their retraining.

- With the help of career promotive continuing education,'

the employees should be given an opportunity for promotion."

(Deutecher Ge6erksehaftsbund, 1975, p.8)
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The main, themes are described as follows: a

"The point of departure for the overall activity of the

Further Training Establishment of the DGB was 'the sector

of white-collar workers, in keeping with which various

programmes for the training and further education of staff

engaged in commercial *Id economic enterprise activities

Were developed4
.

"This includes especially,the course 'Basic Knowledge Of,\

Commerce', the seminar 'Th6 Practical Company Coniptrolier',
. -

a continuing education course forindustrial economists,

another for commercial economists,' the training of 'tested..

secretaries', a course'for office manager, aother for ea*,

countants',iraining in office jobw, seminars 61T--detapro-

cesding, the course-'Foundations of Company Management for .

TeChnic4 Speeialists', etc. ; .

.0.
"In the tec.4ical gphere,. the Further etainirk.Establishm,ent-,

a of 90 DGB provides courses for industrial, foremen; for th

174fnipg of brickl,Ayers and their assistants, engineerl
. .

and eleCtrotecifnical courses, ash well as courses in ele TO
.

o

° nicg,.-and.courses'for technicians."

(ibid., p.11)

g

This is what the information brochure says with

the volume of the work:
NOP 'I

"Altogether 57I-training facilities have been es

which at present provide and look after some 1,

in approximately two'hundred locations."

(ibid., p.12) 4

regard to

tiblished,

800 courses
I

The readr also leadL;Odi the number of participants

roughly doubled between 1064 and,1974 when it beached apprO7

ximaiely 90,000. The Act on Mork Promo-V,o
,

rungsgeseit) grgatly.cootributed\tithis developMent..

/i'as been'alreadi erat the individual trade unions

carry, out their edudational'work with varying intenSity.--
,;

This worfc teas developed partly fbom "out -of- school youth
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activity" and partly its emphasis is placed on acquiring

'qualifications or special trade union tasks. These activi-

ties can perna be illustrated by the example of the largest

industrial trade union. The Metall-Presse-Dienst, the organ

of the IG-Metall metal-workers trade union, presented the

following information:,

"An ever-Increasing number of Members of IG-Metall are ta-

king part in the trade union's educational work. While the

membership of Iq- Metall increased by 14.1% between 1971 and

1974, the number of participants in the seminars organized

on a regional level or centrally by the Id-Metall Presidium

doubled during the' sane period:

1971 1.972 1973 .1974

Participants: 13,700 17,500 24,600 27,800.'1'

(Metall-Preese-Dienet, 1975)

3. "Work and Life" (Arbeit and Leben)

Part of the picture of the above-described educational work

of the DGB is its cooperation with Folk High Schools (VHS)

in the sphere of political youth,and adult education within

the "Work and Life" institution. As a federal institution,

"Work and Life" consists Of ten state associations, the,

organizational spheres of which, with the exception'of

Baden-WUrttemberg, correspond to those of the states in-

cluding West Berlin. According to its statutes, "Work and

Life" has the following tasks:

"- WORK AND LIFE orients its activity towards employees. The

points of departure of its educational work is the em-

ployees. social situation and their interests in edu-
,-

cation.
. .

- WORK AND LIFE strives to prepare the employees, through

its politico-educational work, for co-responsibility

and co-determination in society. In. addition, other

issues may also be dealt with, under agreement among the

Alw
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partners, insofar as they serve the educational tasks of

WORK AND LIFE.

- The facilities of WOW( AND LIFE are open,to everyone."
1

(Ch. Georgi, 1975, p.2)

1 I

Cooperation between the trades unions and the Folk High

Schools is in the interests of.both partners:

- The represbntation of large sectors of employees iri further

education is still insufficient. On the other hand, cdrtain

limits are imposed on Folk High Schools in their ppliti-

caky oriented target group activity in.view of their

char4ter as public legal entities. Therefore, additional

suppor and further education 'encouragement by organize,

tions which are traditionally close to employees seems

meaningful. //

- Cooperation with Folk High Schools gives the trades °unions

the possibility.to approach those employees who are not

organized trade, unionists and to furnish them with moti-

vations for further training and political education.

Apart from thlys, the didactic and methodological expertise

.aoguiredbvt/he Folk High Schools can be put to common use-
.

through this cooperation.

o

"As a working partnership of the DGB and the Folk High

Schools, WORK AND LIFE is not a part of the trade union

organization. Yet in view of the common goals, WORK AND LIFE

considers itself a part of the labour movement. As concerns

the representation of its particular interests - i.e. the

,political education of employed persons - WORK AND LIFE

depends on the pUrposeful, agreed -upon educational policy

'Of its founding partners, the DGB and the Folk High Schools,

within the overall sphere of further education."

(ibid., .2/3)

Two concrete examples concerning the overall,,programme o

WORK. AND LIFE May perhaps help,to .elucidate this institu-

tion's general goals:
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"- Basing itself on the 'social position of the employees'

(the statutes), WORK AND LIFE promotes and organizes

predominantly company-related eduCational work, in which

the existence of 'subordinate work done, for remuneration'

and its consequences for the overall living conditions

and the employees' interests are treatecras a theme aftd

become the basis for the didactic principles and metho-

dology of its courses.

WORK AND LIFE is one of those educational organizations

in the Federal Republic which were the first to demand

with emphasis and perseverince thelegal instituting of

a study leave for all employees..The legal possibilitieS

that have in the meantime been created have been thorough-

ly made use of by WORK AND LIFE."

(ibid., p.3/4)

Another important aspect of the activities of "Work and

Life" are its international contacts.

4. The German Office Employees' Trade Union (DAG)

0

Unlike the German Trades Union Federation, the German

Offi Employees' Trade Union (DAG) gives unequivocal pric-

city o vocational qualification. On the other hand, the

political education of its officials and orientation- .

....,

,.promoting general eduCation are pushed into the background."..

The DAG also carried out this activity at a time when

' vocational qualification was not yet being given priority'

in the discussion on further education carried out in the

Federal Republic of Germany. An integral
1

part of this pictu-

re is the fact that,the DAG Usually ex resses its viewl.on

adult education in connection with a gen al concept of a

reform of the ed cational system. Thus the "Ideas, Concerning

the Aims of ,Edu tional Policy" give the i pression that
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the DAG, in a deviation .from the common nomenclature con-

cerning educational policy, integrates further education

into the tertiary sphere (higher schools):

"In the opinion of the DAG, the tertiary sphere is an in-

tegral part of the educational system. To it belong further

education and higher education, as both of them are based on4

a primary vocational qualification."

(Deutsche Angestellten-Gewerkschaft, 1975, p.17)

If one considers thisilharacterization carefully, its con-

sequences also become obvious, as leading to federally uni-

fied qualification systems within the tertiary sphere-.

Moreover, the DAG advocates a pluralistic conception of

further edudation, with this system being ensured, hOWever,

by binding standards. In addition to them, coordination and

Cooperation should secure the comprehensiveness and dovetai-

ling of the system. Tie inter-relatiOnship between higher

and further education is to be secured by increase mutual,

dovetaiDIng.

An earlier report gives the following institutional division

of DAG adult education:

"Providers of education:

A. Educational Establishment of the DAG (fildungiswerk

der DAG e.Y.)

B. DAG-Technikum, a public non-profit distance study

association, Ltd.

C. German Office Employees". Academy Deutsche Ange-

stellten-Akademie e.Y, or DAA)

S

A. The EducatiOnal Establishment of the-DAG

1: Vocational adult education

- DAG schools:

a/ Night schools (vocational - oriented education)

languages - shorthand - typing - accountancy -

business management - mathematics - technology
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legal matters taxes - data processing - orga-

.nization',-etc.

(Programmer,- technical company assistant)

b/ Day-time schools:

one-year and two-year commercial schools

c/ Specialized seminars with qUalificdtion exams:

women secretaries - book-keepers - tax coTmis-

sioners - specialists in data processing - foreign

languages - special subjecti (according tO need),

- Full-time central courses:

a/.Specializqd seminar for women secretaries with`

qualification exam

b/ Refresherocourse for book-keepers with qualifica-

tion exam

° c/ Refresher course on tax legislation and,company

tax policy with qualification exam
In

d/ Introduction to,aaia processing

e/ English in England - a study tour

. - Federal Institute for Organization and Data Proces-

sing (DUsseldord

.a/ Day-time courses (full-time)

1. Half-year courses
A

(programmer - technical assistant - office '

organizer)

2. One-year courses

(EDV organizer - technical- commercial aasis-

. mtant - 'economic organizer)
.

b/ Night courses (vocation-oriented)

1. office organizer (four semesters)

2. marketing and advertising specialist (fo

semesters)

3. specialist on personnel matters (four se-

mesters)'

4. organizer of machine data processing .(two

semesters)

S. programmer (40 Week#9_
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-*Professional competition:
1

Since 1949, an annual test in the sphere of

.
further training for the verification of specia-

lized knowledge and for the improvement of

professional efficiency.

2. Cultural adult education

study circles - special interest groups - theatre

films - audio-visual instruction - lectures - seminars

3. Political adult education

study circles - study weeks - week-end conferences -

panel discussions - disCussion evenings - lectures

4. Guidance on vocational further training

informs employees about the possibilities of vocatio-

nal further training

B. DAG-Technikue

This is an institute pr g combined forms Of instruc-

tion (distance study with supplementary face-to-face

teaching and laboratory exercise) in the sphere of voca-

tional further training of speciaNts:-

Specializations: gineering - electrical engineering -

civil engineering

Goal: _ state.Atechnical examination

Duration; Six semesters

C. The German OfficaEmployees Academy (DAA)

is an establishment for qualified vocational further

education eif white-collar workers in the commercial

sphere.

Goal: the qualification, of a dimpany economist

SpecializAionsmarketing (Hauthurg)

the business management of an industrial

enterprise (NurImberg)

organization ant automation (DUsseldorf)

Institute for Distance Study (Hamburg)

Coursd of atudytPreparatory seminar:

night study (12 months)
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distance and combination study (12 months]"

full-time study (five months)

Admission seminar:

---tepetition course With written and oral

exams (two weeks)

Main study:

full-time study (four semesters)

distance study (six semesters)"

(Deutsche Angestellten-Gewerkschaft, 1968, p.66 f.)

A purvey of the educational facilities provided by the DAG,

whrchjwas published in the anniversary booklet ;entitled

Der Bildung dienen - 25 Jahre Bildungewerk der DfG (In'the

Service of Education - 25 Years of the EducatiOriarrefitErie

ment of the DAG) , which was published in:j977, showl-thertr-72

'the work being done by the "approximately 100 branch faci-

lities"stili retains esimilar structure, w ich accounts

for the considerable stability of the work b ing accom-

plished by the DAG in the sphere og vocation 1.qualification.

An idea of the extent of the DAG programme of further 4(u-

cation in recent years can be obtained from two tables in

the annual report for 1975, which was published by the

Educational'Department of DAG's Federal Presidium.

Vocational Education in the State Unions

(1973-1975)

State Union Courses Participants

1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 /1975

Bavaria 133 139 147 3,060 3,766, 3,193

West Berlin 444 44 32 977 967 860

Hamburg 172 172 11 3,886 5,186 2,469

Hesse 281 250 207 6,229 5,638 4,186

Lower Saxony 211 179 221 4,991 4,573 5,198

North Rhine-
Westphalia- 1,036 1,055 1,197 23,099 23,613 26,470

Rhineland-
Palatinate/Saar 7 66
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Schleswig
Holstein

South Bade!)

WUrttemberg-
Baden

134 122 11f 2,926 2,723 2,547

12 9 250 249

122 95 71 3,011 2,287 1,911

1,152 2,065 2,097 48,495 49,01j 46,834

(DAG Annual Report 2975, p.5)

'Composition in 1975

umter.,of Number of
4.40

N
educational projects participants

_Clay-time schools

A4O-TeChnikum - face-to-
face teething

The German Employees'
Academy

Company economists

Fe ral,Specialized
Tr iiq Institute,!Z:
Dues ldorf

'Specialized Training
Institute,Hanburg

Combined courses /',
distance study

Specialists qualification
exams

Central courses

Courses
'SW

Languages

Typingishorthand

Mathematics

Acoountancy-

Specialized courses

Specialized seminars

'Legal affairs

35

160

36

92

8

22

52

22

374

512

27

497

484

134

31

425

971

3,240

994

2,052

203

338

1,227

38o

8,601

11,536

.579

6,624'

12,339

5,665

643

9,405
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Data processing 26 565

Technology 4 77

Others 8 2,092 205 46,834

2,522 56,239

Vocational training kas a whole in 1975:

2,522 educational projects

56,239 participants

(DAG Annual Report 1975, p.14)

D) DENOMINATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION

First of all, it would really be an oversimplificat n,to

speak of denominational adult education oLof adult uca-

tion provided by the Churches. Such termt7actually apply to

organizations and establishments that have an entirely

different structure and whose main tasks are different.

What they do haye in common - not to mention the unequivocal

standpoint on the idea of educational-political pluraliSm

which has been continually advocated precisely in the sphere

of denominational adult education - is that they insist on

what has been formulated as follows:

"Wherever adults are searching for the meehing of human

life and an orientation with regard to what they should cloy

they must be offered, on the basis ofa possible plurality

-of concepts and decisions, the Christian interpretation of

the meaning of life and a discussion on the ideas thus

inspired concerning ways of behaviour. This should not only

be restriated,p6 religious adult education, in which the
,

Christian faith is the subject in question, but it is also
.

%,q,...

subject

,ne essary in all spheres POI urther education if a theme

touc s on the guntratthe meaning of human life."
(

(Central Committee of the German-Catholics, 1973, p.19) , 7J'

1 ''

6
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It is equally obvious that adult education pursued oy the

two predominant relig11411S-in-the Federal Republic (Protestant

,and CatholiO) has experienced on the One hand a considerable

ocess of transformation during the last few years and, on

the other, has experienced certain' difficulties as a result

of being brought closer to the current conception of further

education. It can be said on the whdle th4t denominational.

adult education in the sixties, wag still aiming...at

- Churth and personal education (family, matrimony, etc.) ,

- leisure-oriented education and, to some extent,"'110,

- socio-political education.

Meanwhile, an opening towards the AntegratiOn of'vocational,

political and general education has come about., But denomi-

national adult education still maintains its concept of

further education, accqrding to which these spheres,of edu-

catiOn should be complemented by a theological one which ",
implies on the one hand instruction in and the deepening

of basic religious attitudes. On the other hand, it can

have a fermenting effect oh the other edticational spheres.

It also points out that the preferential support by the

public authority of long-term faciliti4 with a systematical-

ly elaborated curriculum would,mean,aperilous limitation

of 'adult education. In this respect, denominational adult

education supports a meditative and creative type of adult

education.

Apart from this externally oriented discussion, an internal

one is also taking place. Its purpose is to define the

difference between 0

- internal pastoral educational efforts of bhe Chuich and
. ,

- open adult education in Christian responsibility.

"The Churches consider themselves as communities of faith

and salvation, consisting of people who wish to implement

the teaching of Jesus Christ through the dissemination of

the message of the, gospel and through social service tp

their fellow men. This comprehension legitimates the-

70
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Churches" fundamental task - that of bringing up youngi,.

people in the spirit of the Christian'message of salvdtion,

as we 1 as reinforcing adults in the Christian faith and

encour ing them to act in,its spirit. This extensive edu-

cational mission 'applies to both those inside and outside

the, Churches." _

(P. Weides, 1975, p.627)

In addition, P. Weides offers a clarification of both forms

of education0.e. internal Church adult education and open

adult education: ...,

"Central to the internal Church educational work is religi-

ous-theological instruction, guided the concern for the

salvation of mankind. The forms of his pastoral service

are,, among other things, catechism, preaching, the perfor-

mance of the apostolic ministry within the Church and edu-

cation inmaters of faith in church-oriented associations...

"Po be distinguished rfrom internal Church instruction in

matters of religion and faith are the other initiatives of

the Churches in the various spheres of adult education.
,

In the pluralistic society of a free democracy, neither the

state, - which is committed to neutrality with regard to

religion and world concepts - nor any other societal insti-

tution has an exclusive right to the education of adults ...

In a social sltstem.which is based on a free cdmpetition of

ideas and world outlooks, adult education is a task for

society as a whole, and thus a public task. The state has

no edUcational cldim vis-A-vls its adult citizens."

(ibid., p.628

o4
Atempts'to clarify this question with the help of such ,a

classification are disputable even within the sphere of

adult eduRation.as provided by tlie Church, as denominational

--adulteducation - in Contrast to the other elements of a

.,particular s of adult education r is based on a prior

,decision which isboth existential and total. What is claimed

e .
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here is not only political solidarity but also agreement

. with the Christian convictions which permeate all spheresiof

existence and education.

Against this briefly sketched background of the self -per-

ception of aenominational adult education, adult education

as provided by the Catnolfc"Church, which is partly condi-

tioned by its historical dev

4...)

lopment, acquired organizational-

ly more distinct outlines.

1. Adult Education in Catholic Institutions

A central role in the discussions held in the sphere of

denornitationa

ilk

adult education and, during the last few

yearsrospeci ly in the sphere of Catholic adult education,

has be played by the question of the extent to which in-

ternal Church educational efforts tie adult education to the

"institutionalized Church" or whether adult education in

Christian responsibility can maintain a preliminarily de-

fined distance from the institution of the "Church".

A more traditional concept still prefers a close interlinking,

while other groups are inclined towards a more open practice.

But these two tendencies should not be considered as standing

ih opposition to each other. This is what F. Messerschmid,

a representative o liberal position, wrote in 1973:

"Therefore I am de Redly against considerations aimed at

entrusting Catholic adult education to pastoral institutions."

(F. Measerachmid, 1973, p.259)

At the same time, he makes it clear that organizational

openness does not imply any abandonment of theological and

Christian unequivocalness:

"The actual reason for an independ4t but cooperative adult

edubation is to make and keep people open to this self-re-

velation of God in the sphere of adult education as well."

(ibid., p. 259)
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On the occasion of the annual meeting of the Federal Work-

shop for Catholic Adult Education in Stuttgart in 1971,

W. Niggemann also stressed the character of. openness and

described man's mastering of the world on a Christian basis

as an essential element of Catholic adult education, whia,

did not require any sacrificium intellectus, but called for

independent, critical learning.

This is how W. Niggemann,then lists the consequences that

follow from this with regard to the content of Catholic

adult education:

"In principle, the didactic decision of the Catholic provi-

ders vis-a-vis the whole curriculAirmust be open to the unity'

of-the content, methods and, aims of,teaching. But it is

recommended that they concentrate mainly on certain parts,
of the curricula, as further education under Catholic pro-

vision is especially well equipped with regard to certain:

spheres, owing to both the timeliness and urgency.of the

problems involved and due to its institutional structure.

Such spheres include education for parenthood, education

with a vocational bias, theological education, politiCal

education, economy and society." e -

. (W. Niggemann, 1973, p. 261)

Pronouncements such as this one could still meet with re-

servations in the early seventies. But whereas in the fif-

ties and sixties adult education was interpreted in the

denominational view as "ministry" or "dia)coni4".(cf:J.H.

Knoll, 1973, p.246 f:), today such "code name's" are no

longer used, .as can be seen frowthe Expert Opinion on'

Further Education under Cathol4 Prouisivn issued by the

Cultural Council of the Central Committee of German Catho-

lics (cf. J.11: Knoll, 1974 p.117 f.).

A similar view was expressed on the occasion of ,a joint

session of the Catholic Academy in Bavaria and the Academy

of the Diocese in Augsburg (March 15 and 16, 1975), ,4hich .

was held under the main theme of "The Struggle for Ed atio-

:"
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hai toncepts"..There, too, was soWn'ibat4Catholicadult '

education did not intend to d could:not be limited to the,

formeily traditional content of education. The division of '

tasks within a pluralistiC.adult education-is not under-

stood in the sense that certain parts of the educational

curricula should be thb preitgative of only, Certain esta-

of adult-education. `
'.

. . .

K.'Erlinghagen formulated-In'this;connecttoir five Lheses,

which-indiite the particular ha Ure,of Catholic adult"!

education as 011:as a possible''fidde to a' communal adult

education:
4

V ...

"Thesis 1

. We in"thwl(defal Republic hav well-acquired rights is

individuals- and gas groups. we are here,and mu&i be reckoned

with

Thefts 2
*

.

-..
The contribution made by Christians to adult.edUcation in-

sthe*i'ederal Republic of Germany. is a
:"-

contribution of indi:

viduals and groups - small, large and even very laAe

' groups ...

Thesis 3 '

./

The contributionof Chfistians in the sphere of adult

education must not be forever formally recognizable as such

and must nothe fOrever formally declared as Such, that is,

as that made by Q6ristians in the sphere of adult eduCa-
.

.*tion

Thesis 4

The 'requirement of the largest possible extent of educa-

tional facilities, which may occur in the case of a quasi-

monopoly of a single estaolishment; doei'ndt imply that the

individual institutions (e.g, 'religions, trades unions,,,

etc.) must necessarily limit,themselves - in a situat16n in

which a large number of institutions exists - to a single

theme which is specifically theirs, while Omittin6 the non-

specific'ones

74 82
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Thesis 5
,

Even where those in dharg"6-61 Folk High School do not con-
.,

cider themselves as praciinng Christians, they have the

duty to include present-day religious problems in their

educational spectrum ..."0:

. (X. Eriinghagen, 1975, p. 122 f.)

K. Erlinghagen presents his contributioiLasonly one voice

in the sphereof Catholic adult . His is a 'definite7-

ly world-oriented voice. A more prono ded theological

perspeCtive is contained in the deliberations of D. Emeis,

Professor of Theology, at MUnster UniversIty, as they appear

'in his study entitled The Spectrum of Goals Pursued by

Theological Adult Educatioh" (oft. D. Emeia, 1975, p.155 f.).

The chapter headings alone suffice to show that his concept-

of lidult education strongly underscores the institution of

the Church and the congregation:

- Theologioal Adult Education as Seivice.to Faith;

- Theological Adult Education as Participation in Theological

Thinking), or as an Instance of 6ngregatiOn-oriented

Theology; .

- Theological 'Adult Education as a Study Community for the

Promotion of A Common View and Will in the Church; I
- Theological Adult Education as a Means of Education in

Congregations,,a0 Gtbups and'of Perspective Group Education;

Theolpgj.cal Adult'Educdtion'as a Problem - and Conflict-

oriented Education and DiakoniA;
t:

-- Theological Adult Education as a Medium for Permanent

Church Reform

A
f '

The above-listed chapter headings present Catholic adult

education as being related to,falp and its realization in

this world, ip respect of which an irreplaceable, specific -

Character is attributed to it. Thd plurality of provi ers

justified above all by the fact that it imbues the fa ilities

Provided by tnevarious establishmenti with differing

accentuationix that it makes it possible foelle content of

the subjects td"be imported in a form that'in each ;asp can

110 /
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be realized only by one of the,providers and,that, at the

same,tine, corresponds to a definite need of a pluralistic

society.

The institutions of adult education under Catholi provision,

which ate_active in all kinds of spheres, fall under the

Federal Catholic Workshop for Adult Education (Die kdiholi-

ache Bundesarbeitegemeinschaft fir Erwachsenenbildung - BAG):

- 11 state irorkshops for Catholic Adult Education

- 11 federal associations (e.g.'the Leadership of Catholic

Academies, the Union of state Cat{ -colic Folk High Schciols)

unions (e.g. the Getman "Kolping" Family, the German Union

of Catholic Women) *A,

- 23 diocesan adult education establishments

- episcopal edrcational work establishments (e.g. Catholic

Radio Broaddasts in Germany )

"personalities with special credits for Catholic adult-

education, who can significantly support the efforts of

the BAG".

The BAG puolhes the quarterly Erwachsenenbildung (Adult

Education) a journal devoted both to that organization's

internal matters and to general questions of adult education,

, which thoroughly applies scienti4c criteria to its work.

Owing to the multitude of institutions which are in charge

of adult education under the Catholic provisipn, it is some-

what difficult to obtain comparable -statistical materials

in this field.' What is available refers only to individual

sections of this activity.

2. Adult Education in Vr stant Institutions

A .

In 1961, the,German Protestant Workshop for Adult Education

(Deutsche evangeli'sche Arbeitsgemeinechaft,fir Eryacheenen-

bildung - DEAk) was founded in ord'er to "support conceptually,

76 8.1.
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A,
methodologically and organizationally the efforts in the

sphere of adult education in the congregations, unions and

establishments of the Evangelical Church in Germany" (statu-

tes of the DEAE). The DEAE comprises, a large variety of

member organizations (46 at present). In addition to state

workshops and Church establishments, these are:

- Leadership of the Evangelica. Academies in Germany

- Evangelical Action Societies for Questions of.Employees

in the Federal Republic of Germany

- German Union of Evangelidal Libraries

Federal Association'of Evangelical Parents, and Educators

-.Association of Evangelical Residential Colleges in Germany

,- Centre for the Diaconal Ministry < Internal Mission qnd

Assistance - of the 2vengelical Church in Germany (EKD) e
Society of the EKD fox* the Promotion of Men's Work

Evangelical Youth Association in the Federal Republic of

. Germany and West Berlin

Economic Guild - Evangelical Assowwociation for.Economic
fr

Ethics and Social Promotion

Missionary Service-Association

Evangelical Book Assistance

- Evangelical Women's Activity in Germany

- Evangelical University Graduates in Germ ny

- Matthias Film Society 4
- SeXVice to Peace Action Society

-. Union of Evangelical Handlcrafsmen - Journeymen's and

Mastercrafsmen's Unions in Germany

(The German Protestant Work'ehop for Adult Education, 1976,

Q. 2 f.')

A brill survey published by the DEAE also lists the following

cooperating bodies:

- "The DEAE's Groups of Experts on. Study Leave" which pro-

vides a discussion forum for members engaged in the

plopping and implementation ofstudy leave ficilities, at

whrch they cah deliberate their specific problems (see:

Pachgruppa Bildungsurlaub /publisher/: Experimental Study

Leave - A Subsidi'iry Report,, 1975)
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4- "Evangelical Study Circle for Family EducatrOii"" (EAFB in

which members of the DEAE as well as those engaged in`the

spheres of family policy and family advice try to coordi-

nate their work adrdeirelop _concept:3 of a Protestant

e &Iucation for family life

- "Section of ;tegional Educational Centres" which at present

comprised 22 munici al academies, study centres ancrsi-

miler astablishmenta of the EKD

"Frankfurt Discussion Group", which brings together the

regionally structured state associations for adult educa-

tion for an exchange of experience.

The of goals and the structural differences lead

to pro lems affecting cooperation, which are thoroughly

discussed in the Church groups:

The structural weaknesses facilitated'ethe clarification

of the question of what tasks must-be centrally planned in

this educational sphere, namely:1. the training and further

education Of teachers and assistants in the sector of adult

'education as well as the description of this field of acti-

vity 2. the elaboration and preparation of tuition Oro-

gragle.s and educational equipment; 3. the external repre-

sentation of denominational adult educatibn in basic stand-
.

poblts vis-al.vis the state and other social forces and,

aboVe all; 4. the joint elaboration of a. conception, i.e.
Yof-the target concepts for adult education under Church

provision. ",''

-IC, Saharffenorth, 1972, p. 244 f.)

It is in this sense that the Stqdy Centre of the DEAE iln -

Ka i lsruhe (founded in 1968) attempts to function. It has, ''

the main tasks:

'to make up for a lag in the their/ of Protestant adult ;....- . -

education through a dialogic reflection on existing apprg*-,

ches and its own work on a possible Conceptir of Pro--
' t-tstant -adult education; .. ':'.5,

. ... y..
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- to prepare materiald (such .as 'a library for ,the needs of

adult education) for sqf-promoted 'study groups;'

- to develop outline,concepti)ons concerning certain spheres

of denominational adult education (accomplished until now:

draft outline plan for parent education, outline plan for- *

100th:cation O'fretired people);

- to k ep the members informed_about new tendencies in the

scie ce and practice of 'adultedubation;

- to maintain contacts with the scientific institutions of

adult education.

Adult Education in the various state Churches (landeakirchen)

is organized in a way which resembles the interlocking of

regional and functional services that is refldcted in the

membership structure of the DE4E.

411C

The organizational and the state of development are

different in the varfous state Churchp and, to some extent,

it is difficult to compare othem mutually. Statistical data
Ar

On the-facilities and programmes provided within the frame-

work of activity of the DEAE are sparse and exist separately

for each state. Most detailed are the data from the Evan- '

gelfcal Academies. This th what appeared in ehe journal

Erwachsonenbildung (Adult Eduogtion)L A

"The number of participantS iA the educational Programmes

of the 15 Evangelical Academies in the Federal Republic

and West Berlin increased froM 52,000 in 1960 to 83,000

in 1973. At thessame tia, the number of meetings rose

from 4.,000 to 1000 per year ...
,As has been further stated, today 180 instructors are

emp yed at thd Academies, most of whom as full-time workers.

"The study programmes are oriented toward subjects such-as

-
indust1ial activity,'the-publid service, health care,

(lowerrlevel) schools and higher schools, yOUth, thelacunene

and developmental policies. Scientifically and theologically

orientedImeetingS prepare, on the basis of evaluated ex-
,:s4..

perience, teriali for Apical adult education programme's."

. ir
(Erogohaelen ildWig, 1975, p.139)

0
-

o.
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If one tried to describe a phenomenon common to all Cnristian

adult education, one'could say:

"Unlike other providers, the core of Christian educational-

attivity lies not in the sphere of raising vocational qua-

lifications but in that of personal an social education.'

This gives this activity an opportunitt to question, by

means of presenting alternative models thd tendency toward

technocratic solutions to the existing educational tasks "

(transfers, the emphasis on certificates, efficiency-quidance,

curricularization") - a tendency that can be observed 1n

all adult. ducation activity."

(K. iarmell, 1976, p. 5)

One could also identify oneself with the words uttered by

the DEAE's.Presidnt, P.G. Seiz, at that organization's

membership assembly in 1976, when he expressed himself on

"The Salient Features of Protestant AdUlt Education":

"Protestant adult educatiOn turns to the disadvantaged

groups and offers them companionship through times of -crisis

... Protestant adult education takes up the challenges

yonfronti world society and strives for a responsible

world .A

"Protestant adult education' takes part in today'sspirittial

controversy and ties to help people to orient themselves

in face of a revolutionarrsocial change ..."

(Deutsche Evangelieche Arbeitsgemeinechaft far Erwacheenen-

(ildwig,.1976, p.20 f.)

dr
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El FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS (VOLKSHOCHSCHULE)

1From the formally legal point of view, the Folk High Schools

ihave no unified'provider. Somewhat more than 50% of them

1
are establishments of territorial corporations and somewhat

less than 50% of them have the legal status of registered

associations. The trend - an accelerating one -_is' towards

BO



al integration into the territorial corporations. It can

be said that tile legal status has nb significant influence

on tne structure of the study facilities offered oy these

establishments. According to a firmly fixed legal status,

the Folk, High §chools are estanlisnments "in which further

education has not the function of stating pronouncements,

nor the 'function of interest nor the funCtion of production:"

(a..8ecker, 1975, p.398) Ct.

A brief, generally applicable description pf the Fdlk High

School is not easy to formulate." As each of them is autoho-

mous with regard to the other ones and,their development

depends on local deci;ions, the Folk High Schools have long

presented a highly variegated picture.

In an 7attempt4o describe that which is specific-to Folk

nigh Schools, reference will be made, on the one hand, to

the most recent statement of the Congress, of German Towns,

concerning' the tasks of Folk High Schools, among other

re sons because the CongresS.itself functions as a provider.

On the other handi-a brochure published in 1376 will be

ted. This brochure is intended to acquaint part-time

to chexs_with the tasks of, study possibilities offered by

and the organilational form.; pf the institution known as l

the Folk High School.

' The conclusions of ttle Congress of German.Towns (Deutscher

'Stddtetag) state among other things that.

"he Folk High School offers the further education of an

open society. Just lilke the whole educational system, it is

being faced wilOn the requirement of introducing - under the

conditions of industrial development, social transformations

and a life marked by professionalism - learning processes

that serve vocational and special-purpose-oriented goals

as well as thecitizen. political'and liberal needs within

our society. Thin implies that the Folk High School must
. ,

provide assistance in learning, assistance in orientation

and the shaping of one's own destiny, as well as assistance

81
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in individual activity and, at the same time, they must

respond to desires concerning information, communication and

compensation. At a time of growing political emotions thg

Folk High School must also be a place where political cot-

frontations are given a matter-of-fact treatment ..."

.(Deutscher Stadtetag, 1976, p.3 f.)

Elsewhere, this sane document states the following:

"The promotion Of adult education as one of the main

sectors of the educational system is a publidrdzk--.Thro

the gradual but consistent implementation of this goal,ithe

continually increasing demand for further education in our

, society must be met with a highly variegated choice of edu-

cational options. The Folk High Schools as instruments of

public further education and the'towns as the providers df the

Folk digh Schools are facing unusual tasks in this respect."

(ibid., p.2)

.Considering the fact .that further education'is a public task,

the Folk High Schools with their prerequisites seem parti-

cularly suited to offering a broad range of further edu-

cation programmes,. because:

"The Folk High Schools are nOt---tied either to certain

groups or to certain interests and are open to every adult."

(Introduction for Folk High School Instructors,_ 1976, p.73)

This means

"that the Folk =High SchOol is got linked as'an establish-

ment to any particular position, whatever its orientation

might be." .

(ibid.; p.69).

The subjects involved in the educational programmes have

to do wi the following spheres:

socie
- 4

,politiCS., legal matters and history 0

eduea ional questions, psychology, religion, phi.' y-,

art, music and the media



languages

- economy and business practicd

mathematics, natural sciences and technology

games, and creativity

- household maintenance, health, gymnastics, physical

fitness"

(ibid., p. 68)

40,
This topic corresponds to the questiOnnai*S introduced

several years ago in connection with the Congress of German

Towns.

A more detailed breakdown appears in the statistical in-

formation bulletin of the Pedagogical Centre of the Germab

Union ofFolk Highl9chools published in 3975. According

to this source, the education projects made available by

Folk High Schools were the following:

Structure of overall educational program. - 1974

Doulle and night lessons given

Lndividual projects
°

Thematic spheres . Absolute figures

FRG

Percentage

FRG

1 Society and politics 90,392 3

2 Education, philosophy
religion, psychology 98,938 3

3 Arts 62,557 2

4 Regional and federal
history and civics;
local, regional and
federal area nature
study 34', 794 1

,
5 MathematicS, natural

sciences, technology 155,973 5

6 Administration and
commercial practice 290,467 9
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I

7a English
4P:

b French

c Italian,

d Russian

e Spanish

424,672

225,213

38,618

/3,421

66,179

f'derman as a foreign
language' 100,794

g Other foreign
languages

h German for Germans

8 Manual' and artistic
work 525,118

9 Houseihold mainte-
. ft

ndhce 4 206,50

10 Health, hygiene and
physical ,fitness , 260,314,

11 Frepar4tions for
final School exams 304,807 0

12 Special lirogzilmes

13 Other projects 37,309

'

Tot.4 3;117,125

41,394

52,094

14

7

1

8

3

, 100

.

(According to: Stqiistiache MitteViungen der PAS des DVV,

1975, pp.20-117, table 7.and7a) 4

The broad choice of,subjects the Folk High Schools have- to

offer is not only a matter ofeontentg-but, also of the great,,

variety of forps in which the ,various programmes are pre-

sented:
,

'"Not taking_Asto account lectures and lecture sezies, which

have bedome less customary recently, the most important,

forms ard'the following: /

4, the lecture course to which the lecturer deals with a

subject during
1
a sequence of evenings4a4 is peepareck,

to discuss the participants' questions
.

the instruction course oriented toward a definite edu-,

cational goal and presupposing:regular,attendance and

cooperation and, possibly,ta willingness to studvit,hOme

the.course which preparps the participants for a defi-

34 ?,



nite exam, -at the" concliisi

the respectic rtbficate

A

alchone may acquire

the- studycircle qni-ch al5o presupposes the, listeners'

active pal-t;cipa Cn_ and regular. attendanci but in which'

the final concepts are pres:eilted on acOmparablY broader

end snore open basis-, )1:us allowliig the participants a

,wider scOpe for their own creative approach
. . .

adyinced,study circle whose themes aFe scientifically

oriented anaiw?Iose paripanls /ire, expected to Present

-cOiltripotions based on th.e,iNwn _experience,_ minor pre-'

,t

' lirainary atm:lies and/or baakgrouhd-materials as well as .

,' ,
..' critical obserea4ons, : _

. , ,

.
- the Asdlission group which prOvides-an opportunity for

--:= -
a, free. exchange of -opinions and thus also for a delibe-

"AT ratkop of one s own experrenAs and concepts vis-a-vis'
-.. : .- -

''' No:
.

-- .those- of the other particioants':,
N

0
r- . .

, . ..00 . rt
, , .

.0.,

"Added to this" should be special forMs guch ae study

:-% circles for fipll wing up'ducational'qogiantwes in the

media, leek -end an week-long conferences , eiccursions
,

"stIldy tours,. ,..
y

__

- (Inti"oduction tor 1-75,tr4tore at folk High' Schools, 1976, ,.

. 4 p. ?6- f:) , ,.
. .

.
.

. _

6 r s .
..
_

There are alSlo great differencds with- retard to how demand-
.

. -
/

idg the level of the various courses is. Thus
.

their, cha-

-racter merits, from- compensatory education /cotilfpletion' of

general schooling to scientific-oriented refrepher-and '
, . .

,.

ex 9n5c6h cpurees., 6imilarly, the various,acklities"may

co iderably. Clifier" Ircim.one n-aother with respect to what

li 'N7

is
-frecilui

red of- them:

"There are courses viiich pursue standardized, federally

.- uniform educational _targets c while trans-regionally con-
-

delved outline plans are binding -for same others, and _
- 0 s

,
-tAkFe. are' also study groups in which the 'course of btuay

I

1 is decided by the participants' own vote.".
. ,. 1 ..

A ,

d h
(ibid., p, e9) '

-
' t-

:- . , ,

. - ., -- - . -
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't

In spite of the differing legal character 9f the Foll$.9gh

.Schools, of, which there dre oven a thousan !throUghout .

the Fed gal Repuofic, the eollowing applies ti them ge7
4

i:
nerall , ,

t , I.-

"Tridi onally, ,-adult education is considered or promoted
i

by the mun ipalities
'

-
or groups of municipalitiesas a -.

0

voluntaryHtagk. fn `Hesse and,North Rhine-aeptphalla it has

. meanwhile4
beenkiec ed a,dtity of ths territorial corpora -' ,

...tions. This regulation nevertheless doeS not imply that

the leaks id this field should be carried oft in accordance '

\,,

with state-ideed directives ..."

-1
14,

It should alsobementionea that.the financing ofkotk.

HighSc400l Is thoroughly transparent, It consists of

" -'the means pxovided by the municIpalfty or the §riibp

municipalities p,

state contributions or allocations which comp abOve all

from the respectrve state

the fees Raid by the participants

"The proportions of these individual contributions are not' ,

identical."
°

(ibid.; p.70 f.)

The broad spectrum of the: tasks in the sRherelof further'

education,Confronts the Folk High Sehools.withei/oblems

,144hich cannot be solved on the loipi.level alone. For this' .

reason they have associated themseqves in state unions'icor-

-respondint.tb the states of the Federation), which for their
1."

part, 'constitute the German'bnion of Folk High SChools.

This form of voluntary'self-organIzation is by no means
, :, . .,.. .

limited to the represenation of common interests vis-a-vis
,, ,

he state institution8 and the public. The unions render

as pedagogically indispensable service in that theY,pr6duce \
.1 ' .

the principlestof work, advise and support the member . ..--

. ,
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\establishments and enure the further training of full:time-

and part-time 'co-workers,"
1

(ibid., p.83)

' Owing to state laws on further education, it haslieen pos-
.,

sible during the last few years to'conAiderably increase

the

Espe

ether full-time personnel at Folk High School-T_1

ally
)effective

'in this respect. is the First Act Ion

Fdither Education' ii North Rhine-Westphalia (Jan. 1, 1975),

which ties'',the pkimber of posts to'that of lessons actually

given.andsNhich correlates the latter with the size of the

towni5tquestion.,

F) ADULT EDUCAtION AND TS TITUTIONS"INRURiL DISTRIAT
.

.,

Even tliought thetowns and the countryside have become more

similarto each other as a result of industrial development,

adult edication in the countryside still has its special

tasks S-and prOblems, which are due to the large area 'and

dispersed population and the consequent need for adaptation.

he're.is an-old tradition of resolving these problems in

connectrOn with those forms of adult education which have

developed from the forms of organization specific to the

''rural population. What this implies becomes clear from a

self+pretnfationof,the Regional Association for Rural
ri
m (Adult Edlucition in Rhineland-FaldtiAate; .

;

'A1 brgapiza5ions in the agricpltural sector are active

iri-oh or-,another fleld'ek further education. The goal of

their doXii,ityis to enable the rural population torecogni-

ic timeand master the continually changing questions and
,

pr lemS'Of life in one's occupation, in the familyso-

c ety Ariethestate. '

in ordertto coordinate these organizations' work in the

,

Ophe'relf- adult education and to adapt it to the legal re -

qtWrements On-further education, the State'Asociation for :

Rural Adul ducation in Rhineland- Palatinate was founded on

1

.
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"These organizations are not tied in their activity to any
..

political parties or religious faiths and repmesent the 0

417 interests of all farmers and 'vinegrowers and/or rural '

women and!youth . .
. .

"In their work,
...

in the field of further edUcation, they 1I
4. I

occupy lhemselves predominantly with the following themaiC la

spheres:, _
::

..'
.

. .

. .

agrarian policy, social questions, legal.prol#ems', taxes,'(

mpenS'ation for damages, book-keeping, health care as

ell as state, and federal legislation :
,

2. The Rural Women's Union; .
' .+

nUirition,,hea th problems, household,maintenante; $ ,

general,:ducat -On, famiiylife, build' dare, the Culture

9f living, leisure. . -Y""
,

'';-

/ 3. The RUralYOuth Union': 1-.
. .

elpcatfon for collective goodOill and'aftleOfiVe et-,

ficiency, preparation for the assumption of responsibitTes,

in unions organizations'and state as well as.mthAcipal
... 1

establishments ,/
;

.

..:4., The Uniod of SpeCiml,ized Agricultur"al SchOol grAdudtef:,,.,'
.

..,

'i vocationally qiiented furtherteddcitiori of farmes'iend

vAnegrpwers ToroP*production, livestock outPut,,tedhnOlo-%
ao

gy, vinegrowinTi etc,) ,. Pf': ' '-'. 7 --'--::'

#

5. Education Centre of Ebernburg; .

(

.. ,. .,

this is a residential college.run, by the farmers":unions
.,,,

in Rhineland -Palatinate,"':..
(

.

7

1. The Farmers' Union

(ZeilechrOt fur OeiterbiZdung in EheinZgnd7Pfals /4ouplfl

of Further Edudation in Rhineland-Palatinate, 1470,4.23)
.

i

,..

, a 0 ,

In addition, the 11th Rural Pedagogical ,C ess in,1871ln ,-,.

WUrzburg'brought'a lively methods" of 4, ,',0

adult education.

A. \

.., .
...

-

(
, . ..

.

.-., An initiatory role in this respectis'14ing.playest by ,the. -

'residential colleges (HY431. Thus, the brochuie 1,6 Ja=and t , '

. . . -1 c!
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the deimvolkshochechule 19 76 /The Rural Residential College

1976/ states:The Union of Rural Residential Colleges

"and the affiliated schools see themselves as educational

centres Of the rural population. They are striving for -

close contact with .the German Farmers- Union and its af-

filiated state unions, without disclaiming their inddpen-

dence

"A profound economic and social transformation has been

taking place in the countryside during the last few decades.
4

The fact that this process of change has been surprisingly

well mastered spiritually by the country population is also

due,, among other things, to the educational work of the re-

sidential colleges. There has_hardly appeared one problem,

of importance to the rural population for Which a solution

would Rot have been sought in courses provided by the rural

residential dollegea."

(Die ldn dliche Heinvolkshochechule, 1976, p.10)

The Union ofRural Residential Colleges 'comprises 42 re-

sidential schools, someof which belong to denominational

providers and some to a "free" group.'

;Concerning at least .part of their pfogramne., the-residential

colleges adhere to a traditions which was born mainly in thp

Scandinavian countries and has been adopted from there, i.e..

that of providing lOng4term courses that last for more than

.a month. In addition these has teen an increase in the

number of residential establishments offering short-term

facilities as well. Having'been olkinal oriented pre-

dominantly toward out-of-schoOrbducation of youth and

having been'established+1 accordance with the.Federal Plan

of Youth Activity, they are the proponents today of "the

unity of out -of- school youth and adult education":

Thdse gstablishments are associated in the "Workshop of ,

Gerken Educational Centres ". AccOrding to thin Umbrella '

organization's definition, they are educational institutions

9 89



7'If
"one of the aims of 'which- is - without giving prefdrence to

any of the various political and drominatibhal conditions

encouraging people of-a4:1 social s rhta ko become involved

in work on problems and questions f basic tocial signifi-

cance so as-to make tangible those ommonloundations And

endeavours on which our communal li e within the framework

of the Constitution of the. Federal epublic of Germany and

on the international level is based
1

All these educational institutions,
I

i.e.

- educatiorial centres for youth.

- schools for youth leaders

- short-term schools

- international institutes

- Europe Hodses

'1'- East-West Academies

- frontier academies

- political foundations' (

politicaL.educatpn institutes

have - regardless of the variety of their conceptual or

methodological approaches and tasks - one thing ih common,

i.e. that they

- provide political education

- are residential centres where the participants live for

the duration of the courses ,i . e dyer a AA-end/or ford

oa lodger period

! - -have permanent staffs of qualified leettikems

- hats andio-visual teaching aids"

(Awfars hulieche Bildung, 1970 ff.)

A "Minima Consensus" among these organizations, which de-

:scribes ways and possibilities of political educational

.
work, was,reached at a membership assembly on May 29, 1970.

Point 1 of this "Minimum Consensus" reads:

"1: Political education is generally open to politically

'relevant facts and endeavours, but it is not indoctrination

in the sense of a-persuasion, party programme or a group

interest; yet it means pai51,a,anship in favour of human
cj
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dignity'in a society Which is commonly shared and the just

administration of which is a permanent-task,."

(AussOrscbulische Bilclung, 1976, D 177/178)

Besides involvement in political education and international

activity, cultural education is also receiving increased

attention in the majority of educational'centres. Special

emphasis is being placed on efforts to bring about an in-

tegration of political and cultural education.

Among the members of the Workshop of German Educational

Centres, the political foundatNns should be specifically

mentioned in view of their special organiiational connec-

"tions:
- the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (CDU),

- the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (SPD)

- the Friedrich Naumann Foundation (PDP)

- the Banns SliderFoundation (CSU)
,-:- r, -*

4t7 ' 'A- ,1°. _,Their hames indicate theircreeT,FArclose...a fiation to
. ..',-,_

political partiast Iresi:;ea4ve, op t.13pir. different' trad4.7 f . 4.
,1'

tiona,theseSoundationi.becate relqvant to adult education
, :. ,A ;'- , G - ..' :.. 1 ' -

A- +

JonlY".due.to,the .establishment of an edgcational,c=ntr,

ei -4nd/2iresidentril_opllege..44addftron to their other
, .

1-whores.of - activity, such as--. 4

- educational policy and international activity
.

... . .
- development aid

- research and'publications

study promotion .

they have expanded hnd partially decentralized their poli-

tico-educatiOnal!work in the course of time. Their signifi-

cance has also increased due, among other thingst,o) target

group activity. As far as can be read.from the statistics,

one may assume that up to two thirds of the pa4icipants

belong to those parties to which the providers of the -

respective establishments are close. ".
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G) OTHERrESTABLISHMENTS

(RADID AND TV STATIONS, DISTANCE STUDY, SECOND-CHANCE

EDUCATION)

This preentation of the major organizations and providers

of.further education in the Federal Reptiblic of Germany is

obviously snot exhausti/e. Although thgir great variety is

undoubtedly obviotis from; the survey presented herd it would

be necessary to mention still other activities incorder to

provide a complete picture.

Thus the providers_offurther education in the FRG also in-

clude radio and TV stations, spich have joined adult edu--

cation/further educatiOn activities with special so-called

educational crash programmes/ partly in the forin of enrich-

ment programmes and partly by way of con4?eries, through

which - sometimes In connection with thejolktHigh Schools
It

- whole branches of knowledge Are comAenicated,to adult

1i-gteners and/or Hewers the. technique of learning.,

psyChology, data processing, net plan technique, etp.),
.

The radio stations, which, have the.character.o'f public

regal entities, were considered at first as transistory

astabli4hments with regard to further education, pending

tote -developtnent of new technologies (audio-vision, slide-

tapb presentattOn, VTR, etc.). Todaykthis limitation seems

to be having only a conditional validity.

_ ,

Distance spudy has already been discussed, partly in'con-

nection with the existing legal safeguards. It is rather

difficult to review the providers individually and this also _

might not be of interest to internationally - oriented readers.

Hard to relate is the relatiOn between adult educatiOngurther

education and second- chance ,duration. Among others, second-

dhance education comprises the following school establish-

.ments and facilities: university lectures preparing adults

to qualify for admission to a higherschoolf night academic

and ,technical secondary schools (gymnasia); as well as nu=

2
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.merous forMs of on-the-job training which help

to raise their qualifica lops and which cannot

Imentioned here indiviAua ly. In almost none of

nation on adult educatioA/further education in
1

Republic of Germany is

education. The partic'p

cation are adults, bu

institutions offering

minantly toward the n

perhaps be said with

gymnasium condenses t

and presents it totit st,

the students

possibly.be

the infor-4

the Federal

y reference made to second-chance

is in this form of upgrading edu-

e content of the curricula of the

e programmes is oriented predo-

of schools for yatth: It could

t exaggeration chat the night

riculum of the "normal" gymnasium

dents without taking into con-

sideration their professional experience. This may explain

why second-chance education in the FRG is coisidered part of

the school system rather.than an adult education establish-

ment. On the other hand, it may b* argued - with reference

to the First Act on-Further Education in North Rhine-West-

phalia (Jan. 1, 1925) - that in future the place of second-
..

chance education will be within thosphre-of,further edu-

cation. f

4

Finally, it should aldo he pointed out that the systeM of,

higher education in the Federal RepUblic of Germanye not
,

part of the sphere of adUlt education/further education -

as it is in some other European countries - but that in

the State Acts on Higher Education provisiOns are made,for

cooperation between further education establishments and

higher schools. There, are, also speculations that the lowe-

ring of quotas for adMission to higher schools from about

1985 will imply increased tasks for these schools in terms

of further education;,the,higher schools will then be ex-

pected to prepare andcarry out refresher and updating,

programmes 'or those academically- trained persons who,

after many years,in practice, have become, divorced from

theory'and research. The first pilot expekiments in this*

respect are being currently carried out at Bochum Universi-

ty.
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IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

REGARDING COMPARABILITY

The presentation in this monograph adheres to what we our-

selves had helped to develop within the ECLE Project. In

many background materials the advantages are discussed of

"social indicators" which hive first been introduced in

other disciplines as an instrument for making comparisons.

The majority of the social indicator systems are arranged

so as to make it possible to compare data on structures,

organization; degrees obtained and educational levels, all

of this in correlation perhaps with financial investments,

achievements reached both here and elsewhere, etc.

Naturally, the network of correlations, which can be ex-
.

pressed mathematically, can be extended virtually at will.

This makes us think that a European synopsis is possible,

based on individual country presentations organized along

uniform guidelines and an encompassing country-mono-

graphic synopsis.

'Such a synopsis could provide. information on ,
the structure of-further education, V

the organization and the providers og further education,

the financing of further education, /

)

the achievements of, further education:4

the content of further education,

,the Bain points of emphasis of'further education,

the priorities in further education planning,

the general tendenqies in further education (liberal edu-

cation, vocational education, political educations
..

leisure-oriented and cultural adult educationiri

C

contrast to 'vocational educatio s the unification 4

of these two tendencies inone,ay r another, or

the mutual balancing of them), ',,

the international character of further education (in the

94 "02
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country in question against the background of Euro-

peen-developmenti:

These factors and perspectives could perhs-ps< characte--

rized as the.materia/ objective manifestation farms of

further education.

2
On the other hand, it might be more difficult to baseta

European synopsis also or the aspects of any,of the diffe-

rent educatiObal theories. The views, goals, purposes and

philosophies of further education, which derive their

orientations from historical traditions av,well from a

perspective eddcational theory, do not seers to provide an

objective basis for =operative study. This situation

brings us back to contradictions between the systems as

well as to contradictions` within the systems and/Or within

the individual states.
.

1

Thus it has been possible to present the aims, goals and

philosophies of further education with regard to the Fe,-

\\ deral Republic of Germariy in Only very vague terms; it no

longer appears as a well-rhymed non-committal attempt, for -

instance, to' mediate between Christian - denominational and

trade union standpoints.
...

The educational goal - comparable to that of a "socialist

'C personality" - exists with regard to one or another further

education establishment in the Federal Republic of Germany,

never with regard to further educatiOn as a whole. Systems

of extens4Iye plurality and systems of a,predominantly

structural plurality and ideological homogeneity can hardly

be compared with one another. Consequently, a European sur-

vey will have to be co*ent with a more'modest result,

which I nevertheless estimate as being very great. Bas.ic

World outlook and 'anthropological concepts are, precisely,

Very remote from rational, comparative observation.

1D3
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